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OR0ZC0 STILL ELUDES HIS PURSUERS

AND IS GIVING THEM LOTS OF TROUBLE

BY REAR ATTACKS

SMALL BANDS OF REBELS SPREAD

ASKED TO JOIN ORGANIZATION

TERROR

Tulsa, Okla., Sept. 24. Several men
were borne down In the collapse of
the grand stand, from which Colonel
Roosevelt spoke here today, and the
Colonel himself narrowly escaped. No
one was Injured seriously, however.
Colonel Roosevelt reached Tulsa at
7 o'clock. He went to the platform of
his car to speak, but was told that another crowd had gathered in the public square. He shouldered his way
through the throng to the grand stand.
There he talked fifteen minutes and
had just stepped from the stand to re
turn to his car when the structure
gave way. A dozen men, most of them
army veterans, were thrown to the
ground. Colonel Roosevelt ran back
to give aid. He saw that no one had
been seriously hurt and waived the
crowd back.
"It's all right," he shouted.
Colonel Roosevelt appealed to the
democrats of the south to stand with
the progressive party.

AND RUIN ON ALL SIDES

"Do you understand?
ears
There is no
Douglas, Ariz., Sept.
are) ranch, no miles south of Del Rio
politics in it. There is business in it
,w u,.
uiiiiiiig i:umt)B vi iuuuzu-- ; witn a uiousand men It ia thought
down to the bottom, two kinds of busiri and El Tigre will soon be without ho may be
advancing on Piedras
ness, controlling local governments so
food supplies. Rebels returned last Negras.
that your friends will get all the connight to' the Nacozari railroad and
General Steever reports he now has
tracts and the control of national busiburned two bridges, one a half mile a continuous
from the southness so that your friends wont be emnorth of Ysabel and another 17 miles west corner of patrol
New Mexico, to a nnintbarrassed by the legislation of consouth of Agua Prieta. It had been 30 miles below
OJinaga, and has other
gress or state legislation in regard to
planned to resume railroad service to-- troops at Del Rio and
Eagle Pass
their business enterprises."
" "'o
oul was 10
Wilmington. Doi gnt
The governor spoke of the proposal
have taken supplies to the towns conference with PrpHMnt
t'o.
of the third party to regulate trusts by
which have been cut off for two private car en
route to New York
means of an industrial commission and
weeks.
Acting Secretarv of th Vacontinued: "I don't want to regulate
The town of Ysabel, where the El Winthrop announced that 750
trusts. I want to put them on their
United
i
company nas a store, was re- States marines will be dispatched at
mettle. I want to see that they can't
ported to be threatened by a small unce 10 santo Domingo.
put anybody out of business except by
band of rebels and an effort was made
San Diego, Calif., Sept. 24. Lieu-tenadoing business better than anybody
to have federals sent from Nacozari,
Manuel Mojarra,
else. I don't want to squeeze the wacommanding
but there was so much delay in get the Mexican garrison in Tecate,
ter out of their stocks. I want to put
Lowerto
General
was
California,
order
ting.
Sanjines
shot
troops
and killed last
the water on a tank on their backs and
to the town that a force of volunteers ni6nt by a Mexican border
see u mey can carry tnat water as
character,
was sent from Nacozari. Word was Known as "Una Ojo" Castro. Th
against the men who are doing busi
received here that the rebels under perado escaped across the American
ness without any water to carry. Then
Enrique Enciso were defeated at La line. Details of the shooting are lackeither they will break under the strain
Noria by state troops under Colonel ing.
or get rid of the water themselves be'
Castro is in the mountains south-eas- t
cause they can't carry water and do
WILSON ON BOSSES.
Santiago Camberos and not the fedof San Diego armed with a rifle
as
erals
first
business
Enciso
died
reported.
against competition."
Princeton, N. J., Sept. 24. Governor
and revolver. Mexican troops are un- of wounds received in the fight.
Woodrow Wilson came here today for
WILSON IN FIGHT.
aoie to cross the line to capture him
fliorenci, Ariz., Sept. 24. Deputy but
the first time since he became the
Newark, N. J., Sept. 24. Governor
inspectors are on the
Sheriffs
Wilson's
Albert
hold
on his party in New
Munguia and Tom trail immigration
presidential nominee of the democratand United States
troops are
ic party. Escorted by a procession of Jersey .will be tested in today's conCampbell, of Greenlee county, were
killed and Deputy "Dutch" Keppel closely patrolling the line.
students in yellow slickers the former test for the democratic nomination
24
Ariz..
Douglas,
SeDt.
n t ht
seriously wounded in a fight last night
president of Princeton
University, for United States Senator to succeed
at Eagle Creek, with a band of Mexi iiuney, anas K H. O'Keefe. and Rnh- rode in an automobile through the Frank W. Briggs, republican, whose
cans. The Mexicans were said to be V' ZT
J0n!8' were
streets, while the students cheered. term expires next March.
The governor's choice, Congressman
nVZ-tThe governor went to a booth and votstealing and killing cattle in that ser,
,unue,state
on
i
E' Pa80'
tion and when the deputies went to chat
ed for William Hughes, who is a can; William Hughes of Patterson, is op
horn
to
former
Senator
James
didate at today's primary election for posed
rality laws af. Rl Paan
their fortified camp in the hills. Th'r'y
the democratic endorsement for Unit- Smith, Jr., of Newark, whose candiarmed men, sworn in as special deped States senator against former Sen- dacy for the office met defeat two
The men were arraigned before Uniator James Smith, Jr. The students years ago, because of Governor Wiluties, have left here for the scene.
ted States Court Commissioner Sames
IS
WHV
THIS
son's
opposition.
Mexico City, Mex., Sept. 24. A spe- and bail fixed
followed. When the governor came
at $500. They will be
This year Governor Wilson has op
out of the voting booth he mounted the
cial dispatch from Jimenez. Chihua given an examination
NATHAN JAFFA IS
tomorrow mornMr.
in
posed
Smith,
and
to
a
speeches
El
of
church
and
about
hua,
steps
Imparcial indicates that ing. The same man m.
,
talked
THE
NOMINEE
NOW?
statements
addressed
demoto
the
...
rebel forces under Cheche Campas here ten davs m win, w o AT.. 7
. ..the bosses and trusts.
,.
.,.....
cratic
voters.
Two
other
speakers
and
two of Orozco's ley on a similar
"The boss merely as a political orcharge, examinatioV
ballot as
appeared on the
William J. Mills, Governor.
generals, are moving into the Laguna on which also occurs tomorrow It is
ganize," the governor said, "is not candidates for the primary
viz:
'
senatorship,
N.
M.
Executive
district
near
Santa
Office,
Torreon.
Fe,
expected that Mahoney and McDonald
dangerous. Merely as a manager who Former
Westcott of Camden,
'
October 14, 1911.
commands the organization and gets Frank M.Judge
Juarez, Mex., Sept. 24. The ex- - will be taken to El Paso for trial,
McDermitt of Newark.
To the People of New Mexico:
out the vote on polling days, he is
Muzquiz, Mex., Sept. 24. The rebel
pected attack on Pearson, the Ameri-- ;
Mr. Westcott recently withdrew in
As we have received a number of In- can
lumber center southwest of 'Pader, Mercelo Varaveo, was wound-Juarenot to be feared and he is an almost favor of
conbut the ballot
Hughes,
to
as
effect
the
of
the vote on
quiries
has not materialized. Today: ed in last week's battle with a small
necessary instrument of politics, but taining his name already had been
the blue ballot amendment at the elec- 150
the man we call boss is the agent of printed.
federals,
defending Pearson, federal force in a canyon of La Rosita
to be held on November 7th, 1911,
where many Americans live, found Pass south of Muzquiz, Coahuila ac
those who wish to control politics to
Mr. McDermitt is running independ- FIRST RALLY OF CAMPAIGN IS HELD jtion
BARON VON BIEBERSTEIN DIES WHILE
we deem it best to state:
that the 600 rebels had moved into coding to a report made to General
their own interest.
ently of either faction.
1st.
the hills to the west of town, during Trevlno today by Major Mieuel Villar.
It
is
not
AT
CAPITAL
to
"I have known some of these men,
AND
CONGRESSMAN
necessary
CHEERS FOR BRYAN.
adopt
TAKING TREATMENT OF ALKALINE
the night.
the blue ballot amendment In order to
real, whose forces were ambushed by
personally, and I know exactly how
Fresno, Colif., Sept. 24. William J.
DELIVERS PROGRESSIVE
ADDRESS secure statehood for New Mexico.
WATER- S- SECOND
Washington, D. C, Sept. 24 Gen- - the rebels in the canyon and routed
BISMARK
OF
they work. They haven't any politics Bryan addressed a cheering crowd
eral Steever notified the war depart-- with a loss of ten killed,
at all. There is no difference between here today during a brief halt in his
The resolution of congress expressly
SIMIUAR TO MR. BACA
WONDERFUL NATION
ment today that the American side of
It is thought certain that General
a democrat boss and a republican boss journey to Sacramento to address the
states that if the' bhte ballot amend
the border was threatened by an at- - Orozco is near Muzquiz, but
because neither of them is working for democratic state convention.
ment is not adopted New Mexico shall
tack of the rebels on Boqutllas, Mex-- 1 men here express the belief military
his party. They are both working for
The hall of representatives In the be admitted Into the union as a state
"We have a right to expect that
that he
Badenweiler,
Baden,
Germany,
Sept
ico. The town has been sacked. Gen- - W'H try to enter the state of
their clients. And their clinets wish to you will give to the democratic party capitol was crowded last
under the constitution adopted by the
witto
night
ti. Germany's most brilliant diplo-- j
Steever has directed Major Cam- - maulpis, where numerous minor
see mat men ao not get into office wno a larger support this year than you
n
people in January, 1911.
to prevent depredations in the orders recently hawp been
thwart them and that laws are not have in previous years," Mr. Bryan ness the opening of the H. B. Fergus-so- n 2nd. It Is not necessary to adopt mat, oaron Aaou Marscnaii von
reported.
Bend
to con- the blue ballot amendment in order Bieberstein, died here
It is said the governmeit would
district.
campaign fof
passed that embarrass their business. declared, adding that President Taft
today after a Big
General Pascual Orozco continues to And it an easy matter, however, to
"The chief supporters of the demo- "bad been weighed in the balance and gress. Not only were democrats there, that the people may hereafter amend short illness.
The baron, who had occupied the po elude his pursuers and is reported to throw a large force of troops into
cratic boss, if he happens to be in found wanting" and that Roosevelt but progressives and stand patter3 the present constitution.
the majority, are often those most "now picks himself out as Taft's suc- and prohibitionists. More than once
Excepting only those provisions sition of German ambassador in Lon- be in the vicinity of General Trevina's Tamaulipis.
which guarantee the elective franchise don, only since May, this year, had
closely associated with the republican cessor with the assurance that he can it looked as though the
congressman and the civil and political
boss and vice versa. The men who not make a mistake."
rights of the come here to take a course of alka ai court
was often mentioned
"Roosevelt acts as if his endorse- from Albuquerque was playing hard! Spanish-America- n
chiefly want Jim Smith in the senate
citizeus, the con- - line water treatment and was in com- for the that he
CHAIRMAN HILLES
imperial chancellorship.
are republicans, not democrats and ment read about like this," said Mr. for the "prohib" vote by the way he ititution of New Mexico can be paratively good health until a week
The baron was particularly success
whenever I have fought him, his chief Bryan: "Here's a man. Take him I held out a glass of water before him, amended in
ago.
desired
way
lv!
the influence of
clear
nmioritv - of
(lo! The baron had suffered from an at- ful in maintaining
supporters have come from republican stand behind him .and if he fails to reserving the pleasure of sipping the n
BEFORE COMMITTEE
Germany in near eastern affairs.
r
o mi me Bici
tack
of
influenza
in
earlier
newspapers not independent newspa- make you a satisfactory president for liquid until the very last.
the
year
pruviucu
When he was nominated for the
pers that speak public opinion. I re- four years, I will take it npon myself
The First regiment band discoursed the counties give a majority in favor and his death is attributed to after
fer to papers in Camden, controlled to take his place and be your presi- stirring music, with the "Star Span- thereof.
effects of that malady and to his embassy at London earlier this year,
3rd.
It is not necessary to adopt strenuous work in London since his it was reported that he was to en- - HE IS GOING TO BE ASKED A FEW INTER- by Mr. David Baird in New Jersey. I dent for life."
.
gled Banner" and "Dixie" as the
i
w urmg uuuui an unaerstana-- .
the blue ballot amendment in order appointment to the embassy there,
always mention names. Baird is the
"He talks about bosses. There has
ESTING
AS
QUESTIONS
TO
CAMbetween the two great rivals,
ing
to
V
Section
amend
The
70
of
was
Article
baron
old.
republican boss of Camden, and he never been an office given him that
M.
XXI,
T. Dunlavy introduced
years
Attorney
PAIGN SLUSH FUNDS SAYS CLAPP
and
Great
Britain.
Germany
owns two newspapers that constitute he has not accepted from the bosses Mr-- Fergusson,
which
contains
the
English language
briefly reviewing the
Berlin, Sept. 24. The name of the'
the chief support of Smith.
Baron Marschall von Bieberstein
whom he now denounces."
congressman's activity in Washing qualification for sUte officers and
German
ton and then exclaimed in trumpet members of the legislature, being the was regarded as one of the most ac- Count vonambassador at Washington,
d
"asnington, D. C, Sept. 24.
Bernstorff, has been men-- j
tones: "What a contrast between Mr. section inserted in the constitution; complished diplomats of his time, and
tor
has
cir-Clapp
received
a
in
letter"rrom
unofficially,
it
was
because
diplomatic
meet any adverse move.
ensince
the death of Bismark he had
required by the
Fergusson and the senior senator from
UTAH MINERS IN
Perkins
asking that
been considered Germany's strong cles as that of the possible successor George W,
When questioned as to the mission iVew Mexico whose chief labor has abling act.
to the late Baron Marschall von Bieb-- ' Charles D. Hilles, chairman of the
of President Charles H. Moyer of the been to rehabilitate a man
has now repealed the man.
Congress
repudiated clause of the
as German ambassador in publican national committee, be called
Western Federation' to Ely, Nevada, by the people of New Mexico
The baron, in fact, stepped into the
enabling act which con-one
before the senate committee investi- COMPLETE CONTROL Mr.
-London.
Lowney said:
Secundino Romero!" Mr. Dunlavy tains that requirement and Section 4 shoes of Bismark when the latter left
Count von Bernstorff is reputed to Sating campaign expenditures to "tes-b- e
of Article XIX of tht constitution pro-- office in 1890, becoming on April of
"Mr. Moyer is in Ely to confer with continued his
on
Mr. Catron, de
raps
an ardent advocate of good Anglo- - tifv fuI1y as to his charge" that Colo- vldes that the legislature may pro-- that year, secretary of state of foreign
Guy Miller, an executive board mem- claring that the senator had
perform- nel Roosevelt had "snent milllona of
German
relations.
LEADERS ASSERT THAT OPERATORS WILL ber, and local union officials as to the ed
amendmen
affairs.
XXI
b
Article
j
some other great tasks including! p0" any
dollars of Harvester trust money."
situation there and to discuss co- the
8 maJoritv vote a?d that such amend- 1894 he became Prussian
In
minof
a
ballot
BE FORCED
for
TO A CONFERENCE
the
discredcasting
AND
senator Clapp today stated that Mr.
operative action ' there and else- lted Lonnier and
ratmea oy tne people by isier or state ana three years later the COOK
arranging for the arncni may db
FOR
HIM
Hilles undoubtedly would be called '
THAT THEY WILL HAVE TO COME TO where should the Utah Copper
vote.
his
as
majority
abilities
emperor,
recognizing
transport of "dos canones vlejos" to 4th. As to all
before the committee, but would be
continue to ignore our demands Santa
other matters than a statesman appointed him ambassa-thos- e
OR NO ALIMONY
Fe. This sally caused a ripple
TERMS
.'or better pay.
questioned not only upon that reportabove mentioned amendments to dor to Turkey. He remained at Con
.
of laughter.
SAYSTHE JUDGE ed statement, but upon the general
"We have the situation well inj Mr.
mew Mexico constitution may be stantmople more than 14 years, but
Dunlavy then appointed Judge ine
and
subject of campaign contributions.
the
hand,
will
be
unable
company
was
and
more
submitted
often
to
Berlin
24.
called
to
proposed
N.
confer
B. Laughlin, former Governor W.
Bingham, Utah, Sept.
easily
j
to resume work without granting our!
Former Speaker Cannon and Reprein
than
of
a
with
the states of the
the emperor, not only in regard
Angeles, Cal., Sept. 24. "If a
majority
T. Thornton
of Butte, Mont., and Yanco uemanus.
Frank Delgado a
sentative McKinley, of Illinois, and
Labor , is scarce, strike committee of and
and
such
Union,
to
woman
will
the
amendment
Turkish
connecnot
in
but
any
cook
husfor
may
hor
three
affairs,
to
Mr.
escort
Fer
Terzich, of Angel's Camp, California, breakers are being advertised for in
Weeks, of Massachusetts, probably
tion with German's general foreign band, she- - cannot expect
alimony if will be asked to testify in connection
executive board members of the West many western cities, but I have in- gusson to the hall.
on
(Continued
His
so
well
liked
views
were
page eight).
As the congressman, clad in black
policy.
she applies for a divorce.
ern Federation of Miners,
This was with the investigation into alleged
arrived formation that the labor agents are
and minus his mustache, entered the
the dictum that confronted various campaign contributions by protected
here today from a conference at Salt meeting with no success."
was
there
an
room,
outburst of apLake City, and announced that the
A. L. Wilde, secretary-treasure- r
women who went into the interests prior to the tariff sessions
of
SEND IN
DOLLAR.
Mr. Fergusson pitched right
striking copper miners were so fully the Union of Steam Shovel Men, is in plause.
court
today to have their Ol?9i09'
Pro- superior
are no
in control of the situation there that charge in Salt Lake during the ab into his sub.ect, and throughout his
new
AtitKiaiiis reueivea toaay
no
matrimonial
he
lost
bonds
to
sundered.
nI!
opportunity
the operators certainly will be forced sence of Mr. Moyer and is engaged to- speech
pay
Vork( Bigned Dy members of
it
must
the
gressive
to
tributes
both
democrats and pro
upon
to terms.
Judge Monroe issued the dictum
Retail Tobacco Dealers asso-te- r
day in efforts to bring about a meetfile of the people for
he had heard the cases of seyeral ciation demanded for Chairman
In contradiction to this, General ing between labor leaders and mine gressive republicana for their "work
women who were applying for divorce, an investigation of the relation Clapp
Manager D. C. Jackling of the Utah operators through the instrumentality downing the bosses." When he de
of the
committee asks
in all contributions and whose husbands testified lit de-- ! American Tobacco
you
Copper company, repeated today that oi uovernor Spry. So far. Mr. Jacklin clared that the stand patters last year
to
caracompany
fe nse that the wives would not cook
Bronson
M.
the determination of his company to has refused to consider such a con refused to nominate Jaffa for gover
to
in
care
fun(l3 of recent years
Fe,
pajgn
nor for an office he could fill with
for them.
resume operations shortly regardless ference.
Tne retaiiers asked that the senate
Capital City Bank. You will receive a re- In every case, alimony was denied. committee
of the miners' demands had in no
President Moyer, of the. Western distinction owing to his business
investigate the affairs of
had
but
taken
him up now
If it is only one
way been changed.
it
will
much
Federation of Miners, who attended a training
the
"tobacco trust," and of
..
.,,
not
because they want him but be
S
X X 3T 3 X X X X X X X X large individual companies, to deter-The Greeks again are gathering In meeting of the Mill and
the
In
success
Smeltermegs
BIG LOAN UNDERWRITTEN. X mine whether
crowds on the hills but so far no union at McGill last night, is spending cause they need him in their dire exthey had contributed to
more shooting has occurred.
contribuX presidential or
dollar
The toaay at the mines in company with tremity. There was prolonged ap- committee would
one
congressional cam- showed
which
the point had
X
Utah Copper company continues to O. R. Miller, a member of the Miners' plause
London, Sept. 24. The whole X paiens.
defrom
the
of
would
masses
people
X of the $25,000,000 of the new Xj
A plan for the opening of next
augment its guards, and although re- union executive board. Mr. Moyer re- been well received.
Mr.
terminated his cline large
Fergusson
cent developments have given hope fuses to talk at present. It is said
X Chinese loan offered for subscrip- - X week's hearings was outlined
from
sources
contributing
today
speech at 9:30 p. m., uttering the last
of a peaceful settlement, strikers and that many new members
X tion here was underwritten to-- X by Senator Clapp for
in
joined the
presentation to
to
old
are making preparations to union at McGill last
X day at
operators
cent.
X
per
night
S
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BABY NEEDS WATCHING
IN SUMMER TIME.

X

t

Tuesday, Sept. 24,

NEW TELEPHONE

Their Little Stomachs Get Out
Cloudcroft, N. M., Sept. 23. What
of Order Easily in Hot
X
X
Weather.
may
prove to be quite a telephone sysS
You
tem has just been started in this secX
Mothers should watch closely the tion. Several farmers living in Cox
condition of the children's bowels, canyon and the merchants in Cloudbabies especially. Keep the bowels croft have Joined together and are
regular and much of the illness to now constructing a system of farm
which children are most susceptible in line telephones out of Cloudcroft down
summer can be prevented.
Cox canyon. The following are those
The most prevalent symptoms are who will share in the expense of conWhen structing the line a distance of about
constipation and diarrhoea.
waste from the stomach congests in ten miles from Cloudcroft down Cox
the bowels and makes your little one canyon to the Lon Bass farm: Cloudfeverish and fretful, with a feeling of croft Commercial company, Cleve &
heaviness or languor, try giving it a Knight
Mercantile company, The
spoonful of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep- Cloudcroft Trading company, Alamo-gordsin at bedtime. By morning this pleasLumber company, J. F. Thompant, mild laxative will act gently, yet son, W. F. Culbertson, h. L. Goss, J.
positively, and restore normal condi- C. Jones, Frank Hubbell, A. C. Bass,
tions. This simple, natural remedy is C. F. Bass, R. C. Wood, J. H. Lucas
also invaluable in checking summer and Lon Bass. The route has been
Southern Corner Plazai 8anta Fe. Telephone No. 40.
diarrhoea. By thoroughly cleansing laid out and the construction work is
TICKET8
WITH
ALL
CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
the bowels, the foreign matter and well under way, the stores in Cloudpoisons that irritate and Inflame the croft having already installed instrutissues are eliminated. Don't torture ments and connected up. This will
the child with harsh cathartic, purga- be of great benefit In many ways. The
tive or astringent remedies, that up- Alamogordo Lumber company recently
set the whole system, and at best only
this field and is operating
relieve temporarily. Dr. Caldwell's in a small way and are now erecting
efSyrup Pepsin, while positive in its
a small planing mill at the Y above
fect, acts gently and without griping or the Cloudcroft station. W. F. Culbertdiscomfort, restoring normal condi- son operates a small mill near here
tions.
and the other Subscribers are all prosIn using Syrup Pepsin for children
farmers who are large shipSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
the mother can feel perfectly safe, as perous
out of this place. There is much
pers
or
narcotic
no
contains
it
opiates
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
ALFALFA SEED.
activity in farming circles just now on
drug, being a combination of simple account of the
mauy pretty days
laxative herbs with pepsin. By carrywhich we have been having and it will
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
ing off the dislodged tissues of mucous not be
many days before oats, apples
membrane that inflame the nasal passwill begin to move in car
and
cabbage
"sumthe
break
will
quickly
ages it
of cabbage are
Local
lots.
shipments
Dr.
so
mer cold" that is
annoying.
as apples.
well
as
out
going
Phone Black Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold bv already
Phone Black I
UT
B. Cleve, of Elk, N. M., who
Thursday
the
bottle
a
cents
1
1
for
fifty
druggists
45
owns a large apple orchard near that
larger famUy size, one dollar. A free
place shipped 69 boxes of red apples
obtained
be
can
trial bottle, postpaid,
to El Paso by local freight. The
by writing to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 400
Cleve & Knight Mercantile company
Illinois.
Monticello,
St.,
Washington
have just received a car load of cabbage crates and they are being disOIL WORK BEGUN.
lola
CEMENT
PORTLAND
tributed throughout the vegetable
El Toro
The Cloudcroft Commercial
Judge Lovejoy who came here sevof
have had a man in the field
man
a
company
from
Houston,
eral days ago
days investigating crop condi- large resources, bringing with him severalnml
cilirtur tVlflt
Vila
HUMS auu uta Kannrt will.
several thousand dollars in New York 4tnn
ipui, will be greater
season's
this
with
identified
become
shipping
lias
exchange,
the Pecos Valley Oil company and than last which was a record breaker.
they have begun actual work. The The Cloudcroft Trading company has
been investigating
crop conditions
Hammond well is to be worked.
They have bought two rigs and will and as a result has arranged to keep
All Kinds of Building Materials.
on a larger force this winter than
drill several wells.
must
With the erection of the stock
last.
owners
land
The
DoH
DrkCc
ioHot Conro
on1 TT HIllV VVUU1
VJ
VIIVV A
U UVl VVI1 mWB 0 lWU UIIM
not stand in the way of this develop- pens which have been promised by
ifard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
ment. They will make a great mis- the El Paso & Southwestern system,
take if thev do not use good judgment Cloudcroft will indeed make a record
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
and assist by leasing their land. Ar- - for this year.
A recent visitor to Cloudcroft was
tesia Advocate.

of the Superior

Again Reminds

Quality and Large Variety of the

" Soltaire " Goods.

Always the Leader

o

WINTER

GROCERY

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

r?f U r?rtt7"
LCVJ

45

sec-Itio-

J, CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

I

Wltlo

Cpatn rtwfc

CAPITAL COAL YARD

FAMOUS ACTRESS WHO ROSE TO GREAT
NESS IN A DAY, NOW NEAR HER END.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal wi&i Wood

SWASTIKA LUMP
CEfcRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

J.

R. CREATH,

each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free.

the
est service with headquarters at

A. A. Wynne, lumberman in

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.

Purchasing a Coles.

in

BUY A COLES HEATER
AND

FOR HARD COAL
Mica doors are

extra large fitted

YOU'LL BE GLAD

in re-

cessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".
WOOD-DAVI-

,

SOFT COAL

FOR

Coes original down draft. This is the
move for the home, the office and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
bervlcable and economical of all stoves.

HARDWARE COMPANY.

S

Phone

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

Phone

14.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
r

,

:

WHEN

YOU CAN

GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special H ten Ball Ginger Ale

forAl-

to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

LIGHT

uar

4B)

'Mil

-

mi

The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home -- and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
part.

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
inforday and n:ght' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

convenient,
cleanses instantly

Ask your drueeistfor itA
If he cannot suddiv
MARVEL, ar.cept no c
but send stamp for illustrated
book
sealed. It gives full particu
lars and directions i.. valuable to ladies.
WiMVEL Cii
Est2Jd kircct Uiw Hulk.

IN tant

N

MARVEL Whirling Spray
new Vaginal Syringe.
ft
Ecst most

St.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most impor-

POW

pbout the wonderful

m

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS

S. G. BUFF QRPINGTOU

Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

A

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c
MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL, REPORTED DYING IN LONDON.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Honrs.
hacks and good
way. Good cover
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams.
Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, who is re- toured with Green's company in 188S;
frencn Noodle Order 10c. a dlsn,
furnished commercial men to take In ported seriously ill .at her home, 33 Bandman Palmer's company in 1S89,
iew York Chop Suey 50c the surrounding tons. Wire E'.nbudo
1890-91- .
Kensington square, London, and for and Ben Greet s company in
Station- whose recovery but faint hopes are She made her debut in London at the
entertained, is one of the few great Shaftesbury theatre' as Rosalind in
,.
stage characters who gained fame June, 1S91.
For two years she played without
over night.
came
Then
What Mrs. Leslie Carter, America's attracting attention.
ladshot
the
she
and
up
"Tanqueray,"
to
emotional actress, is
the western hemisphere, Mrs. Camp- der in the space of three hours. She
bell has been to the world's stage. In created Dulcie in "The Masquerad-ers;played "Fedora," "Juliet," and
versatility, inspiration and general arshe follows Kate Cloud in "John a Dreams." None
tistic accomplishment
closely Modjeska, Bernhardt, Ellen added to her fame. as
Then she appeared
Agnea in "The
Terry and Clara Morris.
Mrs.
Notorious
EbbPtnith,"
starring
Her greatest successea have been for a while with Forbes Robertson.
In
in
the
vehicle
On Sale Daily, Until
fact,
problem plays.
that success she appeared
which she traveled into fame and for- Following
Mrs. Daventry," but that
in
"Mr.
and
tune in a night was so frankly "probfor even a London
was too
Sept. 30, 1912.
lem" that it was declined by John audience. repulsive
lacked the sugar coating
It
was
That
written.
it
whom
Hare for
that Pinero had given his other tw- owas "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray."
and Paula TanIN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
Agnes Ebbsmith
In the title role, "Paula Tanqueray," queray.
Mrs. Campbell appeared May 2G, 1893,
Mrs. Campbell visKed America sev-- l
CHICAGO,
$50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
London.
at the St. James theater,
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAIL, $50.35
Within three hours she was heralded two years ago, "for the money that's
far and wide, a new born star of the in it," she frankly admitted. Later
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
first theatrical magnitude.
she tried "The Foolish Virgin" on a
WITH THE
Mrs. Campbell was born in London, New York audience, but it ventured
February 9, 1S63; her maiden name too far in its sex problem, and she
was Beatrice Stella Tanner; her returned to London. She brought
father was an Englishman; her moth- over "The Sorceress" In- 1904, and
er, Luigia Romanini, an Italian. Finan- "Electra" In 1907.
IEADMIA Coin? via El Paso and Southern Pacific and ret urninf
cial reverses overtook the family and
Mrs. Campbell's daughter, Stella
Isarae route, or via A., T. & S. F.
the parents emigrated to Texas, leav- Patrick, was married last year to
SAN FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
ing the daughter, who had married Mervyn W. H. Beach, a noted British
Patrick Campbell and was the mother preacher's son; her son, Alan, marot two children before she was 20. Her ried Miss Helen Bull, a Chicago sohusband was killed in the Boer' war ciety girl. Both Alan and his sister
For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l Pasin 1900.
have followed their mother in choosor
El
&
Paso.
S.
E.
W.
P.
T.as,
System,
senger Agt.
Mrs. Campbell Joined an amateur ing their vocations.) They have playSANTA FE, N. M
H. A. COOMER, General Manager N. M. C R. R
dramatic club, the "Anomalies," in ed in their mother's company, In
1S86, and to help support the children, America and in London.

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

CM

LrtUrUIiillA

$46.90

Demonstrating to you
the advantagsstobehad

li Interested and should know

STAGE LIN E

four

Selection
while our stock is com
piste in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in

Mjkc

buquerque, N. M. Mr. Wynne was
here consult'ng with R. F. Balthis, supervisor of the Alamo national forest Delivered
relative to lumber in the Sacramento
Cloudcroft Mr.
From
mountains.
Wynne went to Capitan to consult
with the supervisor of the Lincoln national forest.
Effective September the ISth, Dr. T.
A. Haxby rnd Thos. F. Kelsh, who
have conducted the business known
as the Cloi'Jcroft Amusement company, dissolved partnership, Dr. Haxby buying out the interest of Mr.
Kelsh. Tte business will be continued under the name of the Cloudcroft
Amusement company and Dr. Haxby
will pay end collect all outstanding
bills. Mr. Kelsh will move to El Paso
in a few days where he has interests
and will davote his time to his business there. Mr. Kelsh's residence was
not includ'd in the deal and in the future he w'll use it as a summer cottage, bringing his family here every
summer. Dr. Haxby is a well known
young physician who has been in
Cloudcroft several years and has been
connected with various interests in
this section. For several years he
was commissioner in Otero county,
but refused to run at the last election.
The Cloudcroft Amusement company
owns the pool hall and barber shop
in North Cloudcroft and several lots
and summer cottages on the South

--

Id'S

Saver

Holds Fire! for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

Every Woman

SANTA FE, N. M.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

A Money andFuel

610 East Washington

St., Portland, Ore.
"When my brother was one month old a
layer of scales or scabs began to form on
the top or his bead.
The trouble began as a
rash. The scales Increased ualil several
layers thick. TIic crust
was thick and yellow
and looked to be ail in
one piece but came off
His'
in large scales.
hair came out in
bunches and baby became almost bald. His
scalp itched and burned so badly as to make
him cross and fretful.
"We used every remedy recommended by
our friends without success. Then we
started with I lie sample of Cuticura Soap
and Ointment, washing his head good with
the Cuticura ."oap and then applying the
Cnticura Ointment. Before they were used
up we could see an improvement in bis
condition and taught some more. The
In
scales loosened and came off easily.
about two mom'n after we started to use
Cuticura Soap and Ointment the scales
had entirely disappeared and his hair
started to come In thickly. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment effected a complete cure."
(Signed) Miss Ella Ehrlich, Mar. 11, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

Layer of Scales on Top of Head.
Crust Thick and Yellow. Almost
Bald. Itched and Burned Badly.
Cross and Fretful. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Effected Cure. ,

RIGS.

310 San Fracisco

and Only Absolutely

The Original

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

139

LIVERY

OUT IN

summer at their summer home on
Chipmunk avenue.
The weather continues fair and
cool without a drop of rain.

Successor to

S

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

Side.
Mrs. E. W. Parker left Wednesday
She will be joined
for Alamogordo.
there Friday by Mr. Parker and they
will go on to their home in El Paso.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker have spent the

THE STAR BARN
FIRST-CLAS-

CAE

BABY'S HAIR

A T QLOUDGROFT

1912.

$55.90

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Number of

Thoroughbred Cockerels
For sale at

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD

$3.00 to $5.00
Charles A. Wfieelon
PHONE

204

J

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

Rooms With Bath

JULIUS MURALTER

THE ALBANY HOTEL

"

The Tailor

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

Will clean, press repair

or alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at
prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

reasonable

and

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

FOR PUBLICATION.
tne Interior,
of
Department
U. g. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Leopol- do Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
v
who, on May 27, 1907, made Home-teadEntry No. 11519 for N 2 SW
NB
SW
SE 4 NW
Rcrtion 34. Township 15 X., Range 9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
proor, to
ot intention to make
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
NOTICE

1--

1--

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4,

U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 15th day of October,
1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Agustlne Montoya, Estanlslado Pena,
all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Regret r?--

8ubcre

for tit aanta Fe

Mexican, the paper 'hat bc"5ti
of the time and works for the

building of our new State.

Nv
Uy

Tuesday, Sept.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

24, 1912.

TA

I

WASHINGTON LETTER.

PAGj.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

NERVOUS

j

HREC

.

Save Your Orders

MASONIC.

FOR RHODES at The Novelty Shop,
Montezuma Lodge!
Washington, D. C, Sept. 24. The upBet any estimate of this sort.
M.
A.
No. 1,
P. & A.
.
For Fruit Ladders, Step Lad-der- s,
The Wilson managers would probpolitical situation as a guessing conRegular communiCommon Ladders, Ironto
test affords a very attractive subject. ably be willing
concede to Rooscation first Monday
Nobody with good sense Is risking his eveltin fact. Colonel Harvey in his
of each month at
ing Tables, Upholstering,
reputation as a prophejt at this date estimate already hus conceded to him
Masonic
Hall at
Furniture
Repairing- and all
Idaho,
statements
as California,
by any very assured
Kansas, Montana,
7:30.
Kinds
of
to what Is going to happen. For this Nevada, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Repair Work. .
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. IJNNEV, Secretary.
104
very reason speculative estimates Utah, Washington anil Wyoming. As
Galisteo
to the middle western states, the Wil- Find Relief in Lydia E. Pink
take on fascinating aspects.
157 W.
SANTA FE. N. JH
Telephone
On the basis of letters and personal son managers would not be willing to ham's
JDBL
Santa Fe Chapter No
All work Guaranteed first class.
Compound
Vegetable
1, R. A. M.
messages brought from different parts make such liberal concessions. They
Regular;
Their Own Statements
of the country to the managers of the would not concede
Iowa,
second
Illinois,
convocation
Wil-or
;
Michigan
Minnesota; but on the
So Testify.
campaigns of both Roosevelt and
Monday of each mouth
basis of the best information In reat Masonic Hall at
son, the following lineup of states
7:30 p. m.
gard to these states, they belong in
purely a tentative one has been
Pa.
I
wrote
to
"When
Plates,
you
.
the Roosevelt column in any such es- first
CHAS. A. WHEELO.V,
pared:
I was troubled with female weak
ARTHUR SEUGMAN,
H. p.
Wilson: Alabama, Arkansas, Flor- timate as this. In putting PennsylvaI'M .'WHIM ness and backache,
Seer tary.
ida, Georgia
Kentucky, Louisana, nia into the Roosevelt column, it
and was so nervous
Maryland, Maine, Massachusetts, Mis- should be remembered that there is no
that I would cry at
Santa Ke Commandery
the least noise, it
sissippi, Missouri, New Jersey, North republican organization in that state
No. 1, K. T. Regular
would startle me so.
Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, any more, and that the progressive
conclave fourth MonI began to take LyTennessee, Texas, Virginia and Wis-- ' movement which showed 'so strongly
in the primaries is a
day in each month fit
dia . Pinkham's
consln. Total electoral vote, 22C.
well supported by great
Masonic Hall at 7:30 "All Go ;ds at
remedies, and I don't
Roosevelt:
California, Idaho, 1111- - movement,
Right Prices"
dailies in both ends of the state. The
p. in.
have any more cry
nois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, MinneW. H. KENNEDY. E. C.
majorities have been so
ing spells. I sleep wIS THE MOTTO OF
sota, Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, republican
- E.
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
ner- in the past that even the deand
sound
large
my
Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, fection of the maehine-Taf- t
vousness is better,
organizaUtah, Washington and Wyoming. tion would
Santa F? Lodge of PerI will recommend
hardly turn it to Wilson.
Total electoral vote, 170.
fection No. 1, 14th deIt may be that the Taft column will your medicines to all suffering women."
Taft: Connecticut, Delaware, New have to be Increased by the addition
Mrs. Mary Halstead, Platoa, Pa.,
gree. Ancient
and AcHampshire, Rhode Island and Ver- of Utah, or in case of a change In pub- Box 98.
cepted Scottish Rite of
HAVE
SUIT MADE BY
mont. Total electoral vote, 2;t.
Free Masonry meets on
Here is the report of another genuine
lic sentiment, there may be another
Doubtful: Arizona, Colorado, Indi- state or two
added case, which still further shows that Ly- - the third Monday of each month at
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL
(perhaps
more)
THE CAPITAL TAILOR and
ana, Nebraska, New Mexico, New York, to his list, but as sentiment exists at dia E- - Pinkham's Vegstable Compound 7:30 o'clock in the evening in. Mason-- ;'
Ohio, West Virginia. Total electoral present, his column has been treated ffi8y De relletl uPon
Ic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting 309 San Francisco
vote, 112.
Walcott, N. Dakota. "I had inflam- - Scottish Rite Masons are cordially inwith entire fairness.
don't waste money on unsatTotal votes In the electoral col
On the basis of the above estimate ' Nation which caused pain in my side, vited to attend.
md my back ached all the time. I was
lege, 531; necessary to elect, 2GG.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
Wilson would tieert in vt
r,H f n.
In hnth t.h Wllfsrm nnrt T?nnnoirolt ing to secure them in (lie states In the bo blue that I felt like crying if any one
isfactory clothes.
Venerable Master.!
columns there are some certainties. doubtful column, the election would even spoke to me. I took Lydia E.
Roswell,N.M.
B. P. O. E.
For example, the Roosevelt managers be thrown into the house of represen- .Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I
would concede Wilson the states of tatives. Should he carry all the states began to gain right away. I continued
Santa Fe LodgeXo.
the old solid south. They might take credited to him, and New York in ad- its use and now I am a well woman."
Pecos Valley
460, B. P. O. E.,
Mrs. Amelia Dahl, Walcott, N.
holds its regular
exception to conceding Wilson Maine, dition, he would be elected.
Dakota.
session on the secMassachusetts and Wisconsin, but
On the other hand, Roosevelt needs
FAIR & PRODUCT
ond
fourth
and
(when local conditions are considered 96 votes from the doubtful states, in
If you want special advice write to
E.
Plukhiim
Medicine
Co.
(coiifl-- i
as for example the divided republ- addition to those credited to hial Lydia
Wednesday of each
Mass. Your letter will
month. Visiting
ican party In Maine, the fact that LaJ above, in order to secure election. beeullal) Lvnn.
read
and
niiKwered
a
opened,
by
brothers are invittoilette is quietly exerting his in-- ! j ne toiai vote in me state listed as Woman
and held in strict confidence..
Oct. 1st to 4th, 1912
ed and welcome.
fluence for Wilson in Wisconsin, and c'oubtful equals 112. Roosevelt might
that Massachusetts was evenly divid get the requisite number should he ing the association meeting; also to FRANK T, BLAND Y,
Exalted Ruler,
ed between Taft and Roosevelt In the carry New York, Ohio,
Indiana, West presidents of boards of directors and
P:M. A. LIENAU,
For the round trip from Santa Fe N. M.
boards of education, calling attention
primaries there is good reason for Virginia and Colorado.
to the importance of the meeting and
Secretary.
placing those states in the Wilson col-One first class fare for the round
Anybody who pan figure
er.ough
umn at this time.
votes, in addition to Taft's 23, to elect urging that teachers be allowed to
trip from all points in New MexOf course, anything like a landslide him, is welcome to
Santa Fe Camp
ico to Roswell and return.
help himself from attend without loss of pay. In many
where funds allow, boards may
M. W. A.,
for
cases,
either
Roosevelt
13514,
or
Wilson
would
all
the
above
lists
of
states.
Dates of sale, Sept. 29, 30, Oct.
MEXICO
meets second Tuespay expenses of teachers in whole
1 and 2.
Return limit October
o; in part.
day each month, so-- :
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
cial meeting third
Superintendent John Milne, Albu
Santa Fe, N. M
querque, local secretary of the assoat Fire- U s. LUTZ, Agent
Tuesday
'The West Point of the Southwest.
ciation writes that booklets be issued
man's Hall. Visit
8-- 9.
giving names and locations of hotels! ing neighbors welcome.
Ranked as "Distinguished
and rooming houses with prices oi
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul,
n.eals and lodging. Every train into CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Institution " by the U S.
It is now possible to announce that discussion of topics touching their Albuquerque will be met by guides!
War Department.
through the efforts of Professor J. H. work, under Superintendent White's with large badges, who will escort
F. W. FARMER
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Vaughan of the College of Agriculture leadership.
teachers to stopping places
Is the name of the big fifteen thouHomestead No.
and
Mechanic
Valley,3,700feetabove sealevel,
The faculty quartette of the New
Arts, secretary of the
The Commercial Club of Albuauer
sand dollar serial story which will ap-p2879, Brother
sunshine every day. Onen air
INew Mexico branch of the American Mexico Normal School, Silver City, que has
in The Weekly Kansas City Star
given assurance that adequate
hood of Amen
work throughout the entire sesociiooi
League, ur. David Starr consisting of Misses Marjorie Hubbell meeting places for all general and sec
sion.
Conditions for physical
can Yoemen.
soon, for the newspaper rights of
of
Leland
Stanford
Jordan,
Elizabeth
president
Ward, Jean Forsythe and tion sessions will be provided free of!
and mental development, are
Meets first Krl which the author received $15,000.
University and one of the foremost Nina Light, will be present and sing charge to the association.
IDEAL such as cannot be found
day of the The story, pronounced the greatest
advocates of peace in the world, will at the general sessions of the associaelsewhere in America. FourManufacturing plants will gladly al-- '
month at the this popular novelist has written, will
be present at Albuquerque on the ev- tion.
teen officers and instructors, all
low teachers to visit plants while in
Firemen's Hall. not be published as a book until it
The oratorical association will hold Albuquerque, and no
graduates from standard Ea stening of November 6th. His subject
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
pains will be
has run serially in this newspaper.
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
will be "The Fight Against War." Per- the annual contest in oratory among
spared to make the stay of the teach-Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
The theme is the Italian Mafia, and
modern in every respect.
haps the association has never had high schools and colleges on Thurs-'er- s
pleasant and profitable.
that sinister background the
against
a more prominent lecturer and edu- aay nignr, Aovemper
Regents :
miss
Four
banners
be
koss,
awarded by
wy)
thrown ihe softer colors o,f
ODD FELLOWS,
authohas
cator than Dr. Jordan and no teacher me secretary, writes jtn.
no
E. A. CAHOON, President.
New
Mex
there
is
the
that
Journal nf EMntinn
and fascinating love
No. 2, I. O. O. F. an
in the state can afford io miss
sorting
more
man
me
J. E. KHEA,
usual interest in these to counties as follows: One to the
hearing
while tragic in tone,
The
Santa
Fe
story,
Lode
story.
him.
J. P. WHITE, Treisurer.
contests this year and many schools county having the largest enrollment
meets
JOHN W. PuE, Secretary.
!in the association; one to the
regularly has the humor, sprightliness and a.c.
Dr. D. E. Phillips of Denver Univer- will participate.
mt
AYrnxw
county
characterized his
W. A. F1NLAY.
On Saturday night, November 9th, (outside of Bernalillo) Tiaving the in Odd mursaay evening at 8 o'clock tion that have
sity, and member of the board of eduFellows Hall. Visiting brothprevious successes.
For particulars and illustrated catacation of the City of Denver, will the inauguration of Dr. David R. largest number of enrolled members ers
always welcome.
"The Net" will be continued In 11b- logue, address,
spend the entire time of the session Boyd as president of the University in attendance at the meeting- - one to
eral installments each week, with flf-- !
with the teachers of the New Mexico of X ew Mexico will take place. Many the county whose delegation of en-o- t
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt
the teachers of the state have had relied members travels the greatest FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA teen powerful illustrations by Howard
Educational Association, and will give
several addresses including one on ice pleasure, during tne past sum-- , aggregate number of milen- nri nn0 tr,
jo. 25, holds its regular Giles. The subscription price of The
The Measure of Greatness."
His mer, of meeting Mr. Boyd, and as tne county whose delegation of en- u.esuug on tne first Thursday of each Weekly Kansas City Star is 25 cents a
n m year.
practical knowledge of school admin many as can do so are urged to re- rolled members travels the greatest month at Fireman's hall at
Visiting brothers are invited and welistration will make him a valuable main for the inauguration exercises. average number of miles.
Subscribe now and avoid missing a
Every come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
Representatives of leading universi- county has, therefore, a chance to be DAVID
participant in all the discussions.
copy.
GONZALES, Secretary
Addrvss
Superintendent W. A. Poore, presi- ties and colleges will be present and known as a Banner county.
dent of the association, will deliver the speak on this occasion'.
Mr. R. R. Larkin of E. Las Vegas,
THE WEEKLY KANSAS CITY STAR
annual president's address on Friday
The board of regents of the New has taken up the matter of railroad
Kansas City, Mo.
morning, September 9th. His subject Mexico Normal school has decided to rates and it is safe to say that the
will be "The Recognition of Teaching give the faculty of that institution lowest possible rates will be secured,
U. A. Smith, Bridgeton," Ind., had
as a Profession."
leave to attend the meeting of the X. Ir the past the association has had
kidney trouble for years, and was so
The following sections have com- M. E. A. on full pay. The board of every encouragement from the rail- crippled with rheumatism he could
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
not dress without help. He Btarted
pleted their programs and filed copies education of Silver City has taken roads in the state and it is probable
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
with the secretary of the association: similar action and is contemplating that on some roads the rate will be
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
the
"I began to get better at once, and
YOUR BUSINESS, REJHEMBER
elementary schools; high schools the advisability of paying the ex- as low as one fare, while on others,
A RUBBER STAMP
CONVENTION
and colleges; city and town superin- penses of their teachers while in at it will be one and
now all my trouble has left me and I
Those
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
planning to attend the association
do not feel that I ever nad rheumatendents, county
superintendents; tendance.
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
commercial teachers; Indian school
tism. I rest well all night and tho'
Superintendent White has written should communicate with Mr. Larkin
59 years old, can now do the work
THAN EVER BEFORE BECmUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
teachers; music and drawing super- to the presidents of all boards of re- or the secretary. It is urged also that
of a man of 35 years. I would like
visors; school peace league. A com- gents of state educational institutions you all bring the matter to the atten-- i Oct. 18 to
1912
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
mittee of members of women's clubs urging that instructors be allowed tion of your local agent so that he
to be the means of others getting
is working up interest in a school time off to attend the N. M. E. A. with will begin early to ask for rates from
benefit from
$60.00
Foley Kidney Pills."
and home association section. Supt. po deduction from salary on account his point.
Direct Routes, via Denver and Salt Refuse substitutes. For sale oy all
The question of making Albuquer-- !
White has in preparation a program of such attendance.
He has also
Lake.
druggists.
0 topics to be discussed at the meet- written boards of school commission que the permanent place of meeting
One-li- ne
-2
2
not
over
Inches
ISc
Stamp,
fottg
$76.50
In- ers asking them to pay expenses
ing of the educational council.
of will be brought up and all are invited
You cannot get up to date printing
Each additional line on stamp
ltc
Going one way via Denver, the
stitute workers will meet in informal county superintendents while attend' iu Beau an expression or opinion on
unless you have up to date material
One-li- ne
this point to the secretary previous other way via California.
Stamp, over 2 -2 and not over 3 -2 inches loot" 20c
and facilities.
The New Mexican
Dates of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . Reto the time of the meeting.
What
Each additional line on stamp
has both, and at
company
Printing
15c
do you think of it? The members of turn limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
the same time expert mechanics.
One-li- ne
stamp, over 3 -2 and not over 5 laches loot-- . . . 25c
the executive committee as well as H. S. LUTZ, Afent. . Santa Fe, N. M. Your orders are always assured perEach additional line on same stamp......
several of the officers of the asso20c
sonal attention.
One-liciation believe that the best interests
10c
Stamp, over 5 Inches Ions per inch . .
of the association require a permaEach additional line, same price. (Curved lines
nent and central meeting place. In
on Stamp count as two lines).
this connection also may be raised
the question as to whether the second
Borders of all shapes, under 3 laches lone
25c extra
week in November is the best time
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type nsed Is
or not. This year New Mexico is in
over one-ha- lf
inch in size, we charge for one liae for each,
line with Kansas, Xebraska, and other
material.
Many foods lack brain-buildi- ng
one-ha- lf
inch or fraction.
important states which hold their
Some
meeting at the same time.
DATES, ETC.
states like Michigan hold their session during the first week in NovemLocal Dater any town mmd date, for -2 inch
ffe
ber.
Dater
-3
Inch
Ledger
month, day and year in
50c
Also the constitution of the New
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -4 inch
Mexico Educational association is in
35c
need of revision. At its meeting last
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -8 Inch.... 25e
June the executive committee asked
Defiance Model Band Dater
....1.50
the secretary to submit a draft of a
(Scenic Line of
World)
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp
Weed Cut
1.50
inew constitution. This will be done
;
Pearl Check Protector
al the coming meeting and the secref
VERY LOW ONE-WA- Y
FARES FROM DENtary asks for suggestions as to needSELF-IN- K
is particular rich in nourishment.
INO STAMP PADS.
ed changes. VER & RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO
3-- 4,
1
15 cts;
2x3 3--4, 25 cU; 2 -4 x 3
The executive committee desires
25 cts ;
well
balanced
Besides
for
being
producing physical that no athletic contests or games be
2 3-- 4 x 4.1-- 4, 35 cts; 3
60 cts; 4
2,
75 cts;
contains
of
it
Potash
any meetColumbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts
Phosphate
(as
4
grown in wheat held so as toor conflict with
vigor,
per bottle.
ing, general
section, of the
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Let Him Know It If you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know It A want advertisement in the
ness and professional nun In the city
and county and a great many In the

'

state. It you have any special talent, do not hide It under a huiheL
Work tor the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
'

used by Nature in buildand barley) the essential
"
ing "gray matter of brain and nerves.
and cream has
A regular morning dish of Grape-Nut"
be
end
to
doing." And there's
up
helped many a person
health.
in
comfort
good

Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points

cell-sa- lt

s

There's a Reason'9 for

Grape-Nut- s

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

i'

to

Was the range in
temperature here yesterday with an
average relative humidity of 23 per,
cent. The day wag clear during the
forenoon, partly cloudy in the after- noon and somewhat windy and dusty.
From 39

71

Are You a Seller; An advertise-- j
ment in the classified columns of the!
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.

On Sale

,

September 25th to October 10th

LIBERAL STOP OVERS
Call on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P. A.,
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.
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STEEPLE JACK M'eULLOH S
TELLS OF 2 HRILLING LIFE
AUSTRALIAN

PROMOTER

TRYING

TO

CORNER

"I started out climbing In an en- 2EP
How does it feel to climb 3"o feet tirely different way. My first climb
in the air.' Not by an aeroplane, bal-- j was up a
guy wire and I did
this entirely overhand. I had de- loon or kite, but on a scaffold?
"It feels just great!" exclaimed C. veloped by hands and arms in the
A. McCuIloh, professional
flag pole, boiler works, doing overhead riveting,
church steeple and smoke stack paint- - I have hammered over 300 rivets in a
er. who is stopping at the European day in that way. I got the training
hotel who says he came here for a that gave Jeffries the punch with
.'.
si earn behind it. Therefore I was able
rest.
Mr. McCuIloh is a man above the tc lift myself up, up, 185 feet, without
average height and has hands and a slip. 'Pure nerve' some of the onarms which would suggest an early lookers said. Well, there was a great
development of the primitive muscles deal of nerve to the job, I must admit.
of the muscles used in the days .. "You can figure that out for yourwhen man swung from tree to tree self, for you know what' will happen If
with the ease of an orangoutang.
you let go for an instant when you are

AMERICAN

185-fo-

j

i

FIGHT MARKET BY OFFERING HUGE SUMS IN PURSES

j

Mere Trifle Is $60,000 Being Handed
Jack Johnson for, Two Battles,
While Dozens of Other Classy Boxers Will Get Their Share If They
,.,.
fight in Antipodes.

'

Hugh D. Mcintosh, the Australian
fight promoter, is trying, to corner
He has gone
the pugilistic market.
to the expense of sending W. C. J.
Kelly to America to secure Champion
Jack Johnson and all the other stars
of the boxing world. Mcintosh wants
S3 many pugs in Sydney as he can
secure, and, as a bait, has authorized
his agent, who arrived in San Francisco recently, to offer Jack Johnson
purses and expense money aggregating
For a twenty-roun$65,000.
scrap
with Sam Langford, the colored
For a
would receive JSO.OOO.
go with Sam McVey, he would haul
A similar sum would
down $15,000.
be paid him for boxing with Joe
To defray his expenses
Jeannette.
while on the big island, an additional
sum of $5,000 would be at his distickets to
posal and three round-triAustralia are thrown in just for good
measure.
Kelly states that the boxing game
in the Antipodes is in a very healthy
condition and says that a world's
championship match between the two
crackerjack tar babies, Jack Johnson
and Sam Langford, would draw a tremendous crowd. The followers of the
fistic ring in Sydney consider these
two colored wielders of the padded
mttts to be the peers of all other
fabulous
fighters, hence Mcintosh's
offer for a go between the pair. Each
has a big following in Australia, consequently the fight would be a money
making proposition for Mcintosh, despite the tremendous expense attach-eto it.
. Johnson
isn't the only star that

1912.

Tuesday, Sept. 24,

"I say it feels great," continued the 185 feet or even less up in the air, sus"and I mean it. Of course pended from a wire."
"What is the greatest climb you
there are little discomforts connected
with my occupation, for just as social have made?'' was asked.
"When I ''abated the smokestack of
climbers now and then meet obstacles
Smelter Works in
in their path, so I occasionally take a the Amer'-"itumble in my scaffold ascensions. Omaha," replied the climber. "That
Down in Albuquerque I fell 35 feet chimney If the highest unsupported
the other day from the smoke stack of chimney in tVo world. It is 335 feet up
i.the Imperial laundry. I did not lose ; in the air."
Mr. McCul'ch says he
hopes to
my head but my feet owing to a slipping board. Why' wasn't I killed? Be paint some sicks in this city and alcause I have a good partner, Mr. ready has hir ye on those of the wanpany. "But not until
Meagher by name, and he caught me. ter and light
My injuries consisted of sprained lig- my leg ligaments get into flrBt class
aments in both legs. That's all.
shape," he added, "for I want the sup"But I am going to climb again, as port of my feet and legs as well as
soon as I feel sure of my feet. My my hands and arms. There is none
hands and my arms are of great help, of the Annette Kellerman high dive
'oi course, but still I have to feel se-- ' temperament in me; 1 dislike plung-- i
cure on my feet in this scaffold work, ing."
climber,

j

NOTICE

FOR

John Pettine,
R. OTERO,

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases'"
&
before the State Supreme Cour'.
Office; Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M

Modern Grocery Comp'y

'

d

title-hold-

f

more complex comable to mnke
pounds. An egg is a complete compound of nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur
and hydrogen. The chemical process
of the hen will be imitated in the
'laboratories. Formerly we were able
Chicago, 111., Sept.' 24. Harold F. t0 do very lit(je witn the uncombined
Hoops, son of a wealthy manufacturer nitrogen in the atmosphere. Now that
here, who more than three weeks ago we are to irne8s it, the possibilities
was Bent to the city work house on a are wonderful,
five of $25, after a young woman had
compiaineu uiai ne ineu 10 imu
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ner IO enter nis auiomouue, ua
Drnnrtment of the Interior.
sent
His
father
leased yesterday.
U. S. Lard Office at Santa Fe,
him a check for $13 with a note which
New Mexico, Sept. 20, 1912.
lead: "You have served 26 days in
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
prison. You were fined $25 for insult- Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
ing a young girl on the street, and to on August 20, 1907, made Homestead
have worked out that fine would have application, No.
for Lots
entailed 60 days, in oiner woras, uie 1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
state allows you 50 cents a day for 5; Township 16 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
your labor. I allow you that sum. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenThe enclosed check is payment in full. tion to muke
r
proof, to estabThis is the first money you ever earn- lish claim to the land above described,
ed in your life. Twelve dollars will before Register and Receiver, U. S.
pay that part of your fine that has not Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
been worked out. That will leave you on the 8t), day of November, 1912
$1 of capital witn wnicn to Degin a
as witnesses:
Claimant names
new life. Come to see me and I will Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tinfind some honest work for you to do.
Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
What you have done in the past has Pecos, New Mexico.
,. ;i
Whether it can be
been forgiven.
MANUEL R. OTER,
forgotten depends on yourself. You
Register.
now have a clean sheet on which, to
write your future."
$80,000,000.00 Lost Annually By Wage

THE OLD MAN'S
ADUICE TO HIS
YOUNGEST SON

JACK JOHNSON.

.

IMPORTED SWISS,
DOMESTIC,

PINEAPPLE,
CAMEMBERT BRICK,
and even LIMBURGER

"The Store With a Conscience.
PHONE 262.

.

Kelly has been requested to land. He
will try to persuade such men as
Packey McFarland, Ad Wolgast, Joe
Murphy,
Mandot, Harlem Tommy
Johnny Kilbane, Willie Richie, Frank
Klaus, At Palzer, Eddie McGoorty,
Abe Attell, Jim Flynn and Joe Jeannette to take the long voyage.
Another, dead one Is to be reinsus-cilatefor the Australians, if Kelly

can induce Tommy Ryan to go over
and box Langford on December 26th,
which is known as Boxing Day.
Kelly will go to Chicago and interview Johnson regarding the proposition he has to offer him on behalf of
Mcintosh, but it is hard to tell what
effect the death of his wife will have
upon Johnson in deciding the Australian offer.

ber 5, having been purchased from
the Detroit Club a few days previous-

York, first game postponed, rain.

d

BASEBALL

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair

04732-1191-

A Philadelphia. PhiladelphlaVChi-His coming was hailed with delight by the fans, who saw in him a cago, two games, declared off. Rain.
ray of light, as he is considered a first The games were to have closed the
class pitcher when in form. During season in this city.
1

ly.

FUSS OVER O'TOOLE.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 21. Barney Drey-fuslocal club he workpresident of the Pittsburgh base- his stay with the
Louis game postponed;
Brooklyn-St- .
ball club, is said to be involved in a ed in three games, of which he won rain.
row with Oeorge Lennon, owner of one and lost two. President Van
the St. Paul club of the American As- Dusen and Manager Donovan hoped
next year but the forAt New York. Both games between
sociation, and the friendly relations to keep him for
so long existing between the two pro- tunes of the draft spoiled their plans. Pittsburg and New York postponed;
He is a resident of Quincy 111., and rain.
mises to be succeeded by a geniune
baseball battle, which the national received his training in thai town.
games.
Pittsburg at New York,
commission may be called upon to He went to the Medicine Hat team of
the Eastern Canadian League in 1907,
Chicago at Philadelphia, 2 games.
settle.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
The whole trouble had its inception and was drafted in the fall of that
in the now famous deal whereby year by Syracuse, of the New York
Earners.
AMERICAN.
Mart-iD'Tnnln Otate League. He made ,a fine record
S"- t- Pil.kor
Dr. Sadler estimates that about
New York at Boston,
anauiau urguuisaijuu, rcou
games,
FIRE
MINERS
from the St. Paul club, and the failure in me
$80,000,000.00 in wages is lost annualgames.
Chicago at St. Louis,
or the player to make even a fair ing his team in batting and pitching,
ON
SOLDIERS
ly to the American people as a direct
in
59
.341
Detroit.
Cleveland
at
for
games
Inhitting
showing in the National League.
Lost time means loBt
IN IJIRfilNf
A iresult ofana-colds.
He won 2fi eames and lost It. With
.
stead of paying $22,500 cash for the
Wages
doctoring expensive.. Use
1908 he made a fine recSt. Louis (1st game) R. H. E.
At
in
Syracuse
Drey-fus- s
master
the
of
"
spitball,
supposed
Foley's Honey and Tar ; Compound
0
6 12
sold to Detroit in the Chicago
gave St. Paul $12,500 cash and ord and was
Charleston, W. Va., Sept. 24. Mem- - promptly. It will stop the cough, and
3
2 9
re
not
did
St.
Louis
but
of
the
season,
middle
was to have turned over to St. Paul
"H," under Captain heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
Batteries: Walsh and Sullivan; bers of Company were
next spring, when he went
C. McMillan,
H.
players to the value of $10,000. port until
subjected to a air passages. For sate by all
Crossen.
He was with Powell, Allison and
while
fire
Among these was to be a catcher. South with the Tigers.
guarding gists,
early
today
1909
This part of the transaction being the Detroits all the season of
a coal tipple at Dry Branch, in the!
to
At
Boston
work
R.H;E.
(1st
chance
a
game)
did
not
get
Cabin Creek strike district. Except
agreed upon when Pittsburgh got but
NOTICE
FOR publ iriTiniu
2
14
.5
New
York
a
in
part
state soldiers were
Catcher Kelly from St. Paul as part much, although he was used
2
6 1 that none of the
Boston
in
the
eame
aeainst
a
of
Pittsburg
of the now famous O'Toole deal.
uaa ueeu
uepartmcnt of tne Interior,
Batteries: McConnel land Williams; mjureu, no repon
as to the result or tne ciasn. ine mm-- :
tt s. ind Offi at Santa p ir m
Toward the middle of the present world's series of that year.
Bedient
and
Carrigan.
him
not
did
give
In 1910 Jennings
forces were at once strengthen-season St. Paul is said to have made
tary
Aug. 22 192
a demand, for the immediate delivery much work, keeping him on the
.
Notice ia herehv e1vn that Tno. P
R. H. E. ed ''
At Boston (2nd game)
He
season.
entire
the
bench
of
nearly
of a catcher, when to Lennon's surGonzaes of Santa Fe,
.. .3 9 i Judges Robinson orand Williams
who, on
in 11 games, winning three Boston
appeals oi wesiAprn 1? 1907 made homeatead entry
0 the supreme court
prise, as the story goes, Dreyfuss workedsix
. .1
9
York
New
and was taken out twice;
an alternative
for NE
Section
flatly informed him that he thought losing
Batteries: 0"Brien and Thomas; Virginia, today grantedto test the con- - No 109661-040711
games,
of habeas corpus
writ
he had already given more than last year, 1911, he won
!3) Townanip 19 Northi Range 10 Easti
and
Williams.
Caldwell
(8 Innings.
and
mill-times
out
was
taken
acts
lost.
the
of
5,
eight
stitutionality of the
New Mex PrJn Meridian(, has flied
O'Toole was worth, as the latter
Darkness.)
r
tary commission created by the proc-- notlc of tatention t0 make
had proved the biggest sort of a finished six games for other pitchers.
Works gives as the reason for his
lamation declaring martial law in the p,.oof to estab;iBh clalm t0 the and
When pushed by Lennon
lemon.
E.
R. H.
At Detroit.
of success on the Detroit team
strike zone. The writ is returnable aD0Ve descrlbed( Deore Registef or
Dreyfuss indirectly let it be known in lack
3
8 4
Jen- Detroit
October 3.
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
baseball and newspaper circles that the. failure to hitch with Manager
7 12 0
man Cleveland..
pe New Mexico, on the 17th day of
he had decided to swallow the O'Toole nines. He claims the Detroit
Onsand
Lake
Batteries; Jansen,
never liked him and failed to
October, 1912.
I) MRUS WAS
pill gracefully and let St. Paul have ager
even low, Kocher; Blanding and O'Neill.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Catcher Mike Simon. No sooner had give him anything like an
SPANIARD AND
Eucamacion Gonzales, Francisco
this been given publicity than. Man- chance to make good.
M. Dominguez and Rafael
POOR HOUSE
ager Clarke pressed Simon into
NOT ITALIAN jDominguez,
DAVIS MAY GO ABROAD.
Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
active service and he has been workINMATES DIE
24. Harry
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Cleveland, September
ing pretty regularly ever since.
New York, N. Y.; Sept. 24. Dr; Conbeto
is
makRegister.
Davis
likely
manager,
Meantime the St. Paul club is
LIKE ANIMALS stantino
de Horta y Pardo, of Havana,
ing life miserable for Dreyfuss with come American baseball ambassador
A want Ad. in tha New Mexican
a Cuban scholar of note and a fellow
its oft repeated demands for a catch- at large to the world.
D. C, Sept. 24. At the o' the Royal Spanish Georgraphical sees more people In one
Washington,
of
China,
new
the
dayjhan you
of
amount
republic
cash
er. Having given the
Japan,
national conference of Catholic Chari- society, has undertaken to prove to can see in a month. Try one. ,
stated in addition to Pitcher Gardner England, France, Germany's armies. ties
today, Dr. Helen M. Nolan, of To- the American Geographical society
peoand two outfielders, Dreyfuss wants Hawaii and the athlectic-lovinledo, declared that inmates of poor and the Hispanic Society of America,
St. Paul to call it square, and bolsters ple of Australia all want 'to learn
houses usually were permitted to die
Columbus was a.
up his claim by saying that the St. baseball. They know just enough of "like animals without summoning that Christopher
Italian. He main- - WIJ11AM FARAH E1WIL MIGNARD0T
an
not
and
know
to
Spaniard
Paul management overworked O'Toole America's national game
abuses
or
Grave
was born at
clergyman."
Columbus
priest
tains
that
after the deal for the latter had been that it far surpasses cricket, all sorts in expending funds, was charged and
not at
",; ...
made and that as a result he has of football or polo, and that as a she demanded the attention of voters Pntevedra, Galicia, Spain: and
rei
Genoa,
financial
Italy.
to
the
been of little value
Pittsburg spectacle, yeilding big
to this subjects. Mrs. Edward Man-del- l,
Dr. Horta has gathered a mass of
club.
turns, it is In a class by itself.
secretary of the association, said documents to prove his contention and
But Lennon can't see matters in
the protestant religious organizations
are now in New York awaiting
the same light.
were striving to win immigrants from they
the consideration of the American An Ice Cold Bottle of Glass of
of
the
George E. Lennon, president
church.
the Catholic
and the Hispanic
St. Paul baseball club, said last night
Lemp's Beer will kill your
school service organiza- Geographical society
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
After these organizations
society.
that any report alleging controversy
thirst!
themselves
interested
she
said,
tions,
Won Lost Pet.
have completed their examinations,
between himself and Barney Drey
A Ulass of California Wine will
In Italian Catholic immigrants' child44
.688
deNew
York
the
..97
to
Horta
publish
purposes,
Dr.,
fuss, owner of the Pittsburgh Pirates,
put blood in your veins t
.617 ren to the extent of removing them tails of his research in a pamphlet
54
..87
It absolutely false. He branded the! Chicago ..
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
from influence and placing them under which will be sentv to governments,
B6
.606
..8(5
attack on the $22,500 purchase price
will make you forget your
..72 ' 72 ' .500 Protestant tutilage.
universities and- - ...civic authorities
ao a malicious charge of some enemy Cincinnati . .
I
She spoke of activity of Y. M: C. A.
74
.475
troubles
.67
a
that
Philadelphia
an
they
of Dreyfuss, who spoke without
throughout
85
.410 agents at Immigrant stations abroad
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REAL ESTATE

Denver lumber dealers for a change of
venue in the case of the state of Colorado ex rel, vs. the Colorado and
City Property, Farms,
Wyoming Lumber Dealers association.
Rfanches, Orchards,
The arguments on the motion and deLand (QrantsJ Etc
murrer were begun yesterday and finished at noon today.
Attorneys for the Denver lumber
dealers were allowed 30 days to file a
bill of exceptions.
It is expected that the hearing in
the case will proceed. Witnesses have
Of
been notified to be in court tomorrow,
The case is one in which an injunction is asked to restrain the Colorado
& Wyoming Lumber Dealers associa- Telephone 194 W., Room
tion, the Northern Colorado Lumber
Dealers association,, and the Denver
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
Lumber Dealers association from doing business in restraint of trade.
SANTA FE .i- - - NEW MEX ICO

A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute indigestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases cf eclic.
50 cents
Price,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
Prevents chicken
pbUTS GUARANTEED EGG PRODUCER choleia.
roun and
Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

III

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR

Surety Bonds

PS

FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP,

HOGS.DAIRY COWS.&c.

Because it works directly on the blood, bowels',
and digestive oreans of the animal: it builds un
IS
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
"IK
3
and fatten rap
stages, makes pigs grow quickly
m211V I
rliairv rnuri mv
'"iri)v
Full directions on each package,
. . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

All Kinds.

Where Prices are Lowest
.

INSURANCE

cantaloupes grown.

We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
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Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
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The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
President

Bronson M. Cutting

Charles

M.

General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

I

Stauffer

J. Wight

Glddlngs
William F. Brogan

The Ranch

the Rockies

of

Open

the Year Round.

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per yesr: by mall
Dally, six months, by mail.

......

$5.0 Dally Per Ouarter, by mall. .
S2.50 Daily per quarter, by oarrler.
11.00

Weekly, per year

Weekly, six months

.11.25
.$1.50
.

For President,

.60

ROOSEVELT.

THEODORE

For

"All of Today's News Today"

t,

HIRAM W. JOHNSON.

of Congress,

For Member

PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 3 1 W EDITORIAL ROOMS

iS

HELLO STUDLEY.

MARCOS

C.

DE BACA.

Pnnaovolt oloptora in New Mexico are Dr. Thomas of Chaves
Th
county, Elmer E. 'Studley of Colfax county and George Armijo of Santa Fe
county. In voting for Theodore Roosevelt, every voter should remember that
he must vote for the three Roosevelt electors who In turn will vote for Mr.
Roosevelt in the electoral college if elected. He also should remember
that those electors are merely his agents, and if elected, are pledged to
vote for Theodore Roosevelt. That is their only function in this election
and the only connection they have with the campaign. The opponents of
Colonel Roosevelt are industriously circulating a report to the effect that
all that is necessary to vote for Theodore Roosevelt is to write his name
and
upon the ballot. This is not true. Vote for the presidential electors
help elect Theodore Roosevelt.

"Hello Studley"! It was the familiar greeting, so characteristic of Col.
Roosevelt, when he catches a glimpse of a Spanish war comrade in one of
the crowds' assembled at his remarkable meetings.
records Roosevelt's recogThe report of the Trinidad Chronicle-News- ,
nition, of Elmer B. Studley of Raton, one of the nominees for elector for
New Mexico on the progressive ticket, at the monster meeting held at the
Colorado city last week.
The nomination of the Hon, Elmer E. Studley at the Albuquerque convention was a wise one from every standpoint. He is one of the leading
lawyers of the state, without a Haw on him; he was a Boldier in Cuba, before coming to New Mexico; he served with distinction in the legislature in
1907, and is one of the representative citizens of this great state.
Mr. Studley was a progressive before the actual organization of the progressive party. He saw, with the vision of a practiced lawyer, in what
REMARKS
direction we are tending. He was not "so far from our rails'" that he could
not see conditions, and recognized the fact that the people were being burdened, "all the traffic will bear." Jn addition to the strength of tile proDos Canones Viejco. Uncle Tom?
gressive cause, Mr. Studley's position on the ticket adds a personal strength,
as the nomination of a valued, respected, able citizen always does. The
nomination came unsolicited, and only in recognition of the worth of a man.
El Chanate del Condado de San
During the campaign, "Hello Studley," will doubtless be heard in many Miguel. Que no?
parts of New Mexico, and at the close of the election in November, when
victory is won, back of a hearty handclasp will be the same salutation from
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
New Mexico progressives, "Hello Studley''!
for a question?
yield
0
"Our policy," it seems don't connect
with the slush fund this trip.
Hon. H. B. Fergusson's speech, delivered in this city last evening was
both progressive and courageous.
as
Mr. Fergusion, it seems, feels
The speaker paid to Marcos C. de Baca a well deserved compliment for
of
rest
some
of
the
as
Progressive
his honesty of purpose in striving for civic virtue and equal justice. To us.
Ir. Jaffa he gave credit for the position he has attained as an upright and
successful business man, recognizing, however, that in the present instance,
The situation in China is worse. In
that as candidate of the old republican guard, Mr. Jaffa had lent himself
elecfuct, as nearly as we can get to the
to the service of those who had brought the party to defeat at the last
it appears to be almost trivial.
facts,
of
had
after
state
the
the
which
revolted,
methods
people
tion, by
against
a servitude which could no longer be endured.
The Colonel says they'll have to use
Mr. Fergusson is, of course, a strong advocate of Woodrow Wilson, but
to think that
stands for a change in legislation and methods that are today failing com- a club to kill him. Andmm
wnn omy
to kin
pletely to hold an equity between the rights of the people and the demands they are trying
of the special interests. The speech was, in no particular, one of vituperation a golf stick!
and contained no note of incendiarism, but rather a plea for the rule of the
Mr. Taft's press agent is not on the
many rather than the few, which is the basis of the battle of today which is
He hasn't sent out a single word
being waged so determinedly by the progressive party, not only in New job.
about that sprained ankle and the gout
Mexico, but in the nation.
The speech presented fairly the great issue: Shall the people rule, and for nearly ten days.
an appeal was made to relegate to the rear the old coterie of designing and
It's not Mr. Taft nor Mr. Jaffa so
discredited politicians who have so long dominated this state and the
much as it is the handful of gents
country.
The opportunity is presented to the people, as Mr. Fergusson made who are trying to use them "as much
traffic will bear."
plain. We believe this opportunity lies in the success of the progressive as, the
m m
a
party. Will the people take advantage of the occasion, or will they pass
Mr. Taft has been apprised that the
it by?
situation in Mexico is now grave. The
trouble with Mr. Taft is that his
WRECKED
NOT A
run so far behind schedule
The progressive party and Mr. Roosevelt are not engaged in "wrecking' that every one else knows it first. , . .
the old republican party. That craft had already been wrecked by the inbefore the progressive party was organized.
terests controlling its
The progressive party is a new craft, newly launched, manned and equipped,
und if the one almost derelict is run down and sunk in the campaign it comes
but as an incident. As a matter of fact, little attention is being paid to the
republican party by the progressives in most states or by the. progressive
management as a whole. It is the reactionaries of all parties, the organized
agents of the interests, who are attacked whenever attacks are made. The
republican party, as an entity, has come to be almost unconsidered in this
campaign. The progressive relations with that organization are practically
over with the affair is closed with that force. To quote a vigorous expression of the street, "Its goat is got." There is proof of this in abundance.
There is no getting over or around the situation. The states are talking
plainly everywhere, just as Vermont spoke the other day. The regular republican leaders may assume an optimism over what has happened and is
happening, but in the bottom of their troubled hearts they know that the
vote in Vermont, handwriting on the wall, as it was, is but an indication of
the far heavier vote for Roosevelt in November, when there will be no sid'j
issues to distract and what is to be rendered 1b not an opinion but a verdict.

AS

THE FERGUSSON SPEECH.

...

law-make-

0

LET THE HEN DO IT.

The department of agriculture calls attention to the heavy loss of eggs in
the handling and advises: 'Encourage the production of large eggs "
Drat Jim Wilson anyhow for telling us henmen what to do and not how
to do it! That old grand daddy head of the agricultural department is
surely the cuckoo of Bill Tuffs cabinet, and we don't care how soon he is
buli-moose-

Now. how in the thunder should a fellow proceed to encourage his hr.s
lo lay large eggs? For, if a large egg won't break as ably or spoil as easily
as a small egg, of course we are for larger eggs.
Can a small hen be provoked or fooled or pleased into laying large eggs?
Can a large hen be persuaded that she's no longer a pullet, and thus be induced to lay according to her size? And if a hen can be got to lay a larger
eg than she really wants to, can she finally be made to ptoduce twins?
There's millions in it if Secretary Wilson will only show us liow.
But he needen't come forward with his ordinary propositions for influencing the hen. We've curried her, manicured her, brushed her teeth,
figurative! speaking1, nested her in rose leaves, and had th-- j phonograph
play Caruso $6 records at her by the hour, and she sat there with eyes
partly closed, cooing comfortably to herself, and still no eggs.
It is one thing to sit up at the head of that department at Washington
and say: "Make the hen do it." It is quite another to personally look tr.at
calm, contrary, insolent bird in the eye and argue her into doing anything
that she thinks she really don't have to do.
Jim knew how. to hold on to a job, but he seems to kiiow little about
the hen's job. More and more Cousin Bill Taff's cabinet miss the lamented
and tamed Richard Achilles Ballinger. Dick could make a hen lay large eggs
when there really wasn't any hen.
o

:

office,"
"I wus agoin tu th post
says the Old Codger, "an I seen thet
thur new fence which is abein put up
across th end ov th Catron lot. Th
information which wus give tu me wus
that Mister Catron had got sum cannon which he wus agoin tu store in
th rear ov his law office fer future
use. How sum ever, I hev .knowed
Mister Catron tor nigh on sixty years
an I hev never knowed him to waste
nothin. .1 kalculate he is agoin to
use thet fence fer sum of them Pe
runa advertisings which peepu. from
-- k
oac
i.
n
an trees an piaccs ei jru iei cm.
I'll bet I'm right, tu. by heck."

.

When Marcos C. de Baca speaks
right out in meeting about the way
a lot of jack leg lawyers run the legislature for corporation protection, we
feel almost compelled to trot up to
the mourner's bench and say "amen."
Marcos C. de Baca says he will ask
Mr. Jaffa what his position is on the
question of throwing Abelino Romero
out of the legislative senate. It is
now up to Mr. Jaffa to get Uncle Tom
to tell us. Because he ought to know.

Another text in our creed:
We pledge our party to protect the rights of American citizenship at
home and abroad. No treaty should receive the sanction of our government
For the benefit of the St. Louis,
which discriminates between American citizens because of birthplace, race Rocky Mountain and Pacific these
or religion, or that does not recognize the absolute right of expatriation.
days, we refer them to reports of con0
from Bingham,
ditions eminating
The final proceedings In the G. O. P. "housecleaning" performance, seem Utah, the only state in the union thus
to be causing a great deal of trouble. The managers seem to find it difficult far, that is conceded to Mr. Taft by
to decide upon whom to put the goat brand, and just how to finish the clean- a small majority.
ing of the house.
0
A $15,000,000 bond issue and an asIt looks as if the state central committee would put on "more than the sessed valuation of $290,000 is the
traffic would bear,'' no matter how they settle up the puzzling matter which entire platform of the Grand Old
I
has worried them.
Party In New Mexico. Outside of that

SEES

IT

MISS LAUT RIGHT.
Mr. Levi A. Hughes brought yesterday's business men's lunch to a close

...

uflxl'

little shocked the other
day in reading the article in the Silver City paper, about the fishermen
who went out in Grant county, caught
a tremendous string of trout; did not
want to carry them home and threw
them away, leaving them to rot on
the ground.
What's the matter? Are there no
deputy wardens down in Grant county to stop such reckless and shameful slaughter, or are they not tending to their business? I notice that
the citizens of Silver City are so in
censed over the matter that they are
talking of forming a protective association of their own. Anyway the affair was an outrage and those who
took part in it ought to be taught a
lesson they will not forget. Whether
the same performance is being carried
on In other sections of the state, I do
not know but if so the law should
be invoked and every offender punished.
Our game department Is one of the
most important in the whole state. In
Colorado, the game and fish are considered a big asset, and the magnet to
draw DeoDle from abroad. New Mex
ico has this asset too, but if our cit-'- j
izens recklessly and wantonly destroy
it. we will not lone have it to offer as
an inducement to draw sportsmen
hither. The very destruction or those
trout in Grant county proves the necessity of a game and fish department
and with the power given it that department should go after offenders
without any fear or any favor ana
hand to them what Is coming to them,
good and hard. Just what motives
men who will
actuates
disobey
the law thus or desire simply to destroy, I do not know and cannot understand, but as long as there are
these game hogs they should have the
attention they merit.
Along this line, I have understood
that some of our hunters declare that
they are not going to bother abont a
license, this year. The law says they
shall. Which will prevail, the law. or
the hunters who would avoid it?
-

BYSTANDER

j

with a both clever and pointed motion
when he moved that a vote of thanks
be extended to Miss Agnes Laut for
the "splendid and deserved scolding"
she had given.
Mr. Hughes hit the nail squarely,
We do de8erve tt scolding, we people
in Santa Fe. If a business man looked
after his interests as this city looks
after its interests he would be in the
To
bankruptcy court in no time.
succeed and make a private business,
a public business or a city a success, about the same methods must
be pursued.
Miss Laut's figures were imposing
when she laid them before her auditors, comparing the tourists we get
with those we ought to be getting,
and comparing the number of people
who should be directed this way with
those who go abroad or to other sections of the United States because
those other sections are advertised
and their attractions and advantages
become known.
It is a fact, and a lamentable one,
that through the east this beautiful
old city, with all its wondrous historic
and scenic interest, is but little
known. It is not as well known as
San Diego, and yet, with all due respect to San Diego, what has that
city to offer In comparison to ours?
It is simply not in the running.
Every year Professor Spindler of
the New York Museum comes west
to get curios and specimens for thatj
great institution; people go through
its rooms; gaze in wonder at the
see things
remarkable collections;
which they did not dream existed, but
know nothing and hear nothing of
the little city nestled down in the'
heart of It all, with its own museum;
the seat of a historical society with
its rooms filled with rare and costly
relics and its archaeological school
that is unparalleled in America.
Mr. Hughes was right. We deserve
the scolding. Shall we not profit by

'

it?

.

-

WHY NOT USE JUDGMENT?
I felt a very decided interest in the
article published yesterday in the
Forum department,
by "Observer,"
where attention was called to the utterly senseless use of water by the

Tnere are re8ldent8 here who set
the water going in the spring and
never turn it off till snow flies, except
for the rainy season; letting it run
day and night, without cessation or
limit.
As a matter of fact, it is not the
sensible method. It does no good to
let the water run while the sun of
mid-dais shining, and those lawns
that are under continued spray look
no better than th,e ones that are
watered with judgment.
Besides this, it is infernally selfish
to be swinish about water using. All
the people have to drink the water,
the
and I'll leave it to anyone if
odoriferous and strong tasting water
we are getting now is not the limit.
As a matter of fact, the Santa Fei
Water company is too generous. The
suggestion of "Observer'' was good,
that the hours of usage be limited for
lawn purposes, and that we keep the
supply clear and healthful by reasonable use. I do not know of a city
anywhere that permits the reckless
use of water that Is permitted in Santa Fe, and where people abuse any
privilege, it ought to be curtailed. It
y

Co

GAME HOGS.

Another sample of that republican
prosperity which the St. Louis Rocky
Mountain and Pacific, Charley Springer, Charley Spiess and that gang urge
us to look at is the butter quotation
from Elgin, 111., which was published
yesterday. The cold storage days
are about over, fellers.
THE

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

I was a

there ain't no Grand Old Party down
this way, worth noticing.

fbKe1

.

a
would take a small ocean to supply-Santin
used
when
water
Fe with
such reckless prodigality as our people use it. Any ordinary water plant
would be wholly unable to meet the
emergency.
It looks to me as if our water company would have to act like the schoolmaster does, and take away a privilege which is abused by the scholars
under him. If they do not know
enough to use their privileges sensibly
and with reason, let them be taken
away.
The people of the city who do not
indulge in the continuous sprinkling
performance, have a right to feel
strongly about the matter. The water
is strong enough to awaken some
feeling.

;

T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
is in niB ioru yca.i, &uu m iotcui- ly cured of a- bad kidney and madder
trouble. He says himself: "I have
suffered with my kidneys. My back
ached and I was annoyed with bladI can truthfully
der irregularities.
say, one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They contain no habit forming drugs. For
sale by all drupe-tats1,

.

NOTICE

TO CONTRACTORS.

Sealed proposals will be received
by the County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
day of October, 1912, for furnishing
all materials for one bridge to be built
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with plans and specifications made by
the Midland Bridge company of Kansas City, Missouri, on file in the office
of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
where they may be seen and examined.
Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified check in the sum of ten
per cent of the amount of bid.
Parties desiring so to do, may also
submit plans and prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners reserves the right to reject any and
all bids or to accept any bid made
that In their judgment is for the bwt
interest of Santa Fe County, New
'

Mexico.

Attest:

v

Of?

give to patrons the advantages
new and modern vaults
and barricaded with Yale
Locks.
Deposit
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnate.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they

WE

will be safe from fire as well as theft.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO,

PROPRIETOR.

MANUFACTURER

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

Both Native and G:rmantown
1

19

Don Caspar Avenue.

PALACE
THE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

PLAN.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN

NEW MANAGEMENT.

LEADING COMMERCIAL

HOTEL.

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

I

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
Steam
Heat,
Electric
baths.
light.
private
Central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor. I

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

Think About It!
THE

--

Then Act

COMPAN

MOULTON-ESP- E

SANTA

GENERAL' AQENTS.

V

FE, N. M

JOSE ORTIZ T PINO,
Chairman.
M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
I'. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and

THE RELIANCE

MORTUARY ADDITION POLICY

The Most Liberal life Insurance Contract Written

This policy provides that if one beeomea totally disabled from disease or accident the
PKEMIUMS CEASE-t- he
Polley Becomes Paid T'P Kor Life, and A MONTHLY INCOME
Is Paid to the Insured for ONE HUNDRED MONTHS thus one gets the benefit of his
Insurance during lifetime. There are many other new features in this Policy that we
wish to explain to you in person.

GENERAL AGENTS

HALL & HALL

believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
made by his firm.
of the Interior,
Department
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
17. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
Toledo, O.
New Mexico, Aug. 30. 1912,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internNOTICE is hereby given that
ally, acting directly upon the blood
Sandovai, 6f Lamy, N. M., who,
and mucous surfaces of the system.
sent free.. Price 75 ou March 8, 1906, made Homestead
Testimonials
Section
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- Entry No. 9011, for NW
11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E , N. M.
gists.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of tnten-- '
Take Hall's Family Pl!ls for
tlon to make Five-yea- r
. - ,.
proof, to et
.
Su-san- o

1--

MS1TY:

tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
PU. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 8th day ot October, 1912.
Claimant

names

aa witnesses:

f Euloglo Sandoval, of Lamy, N.

M.;

Jose Larranaga, of Lamy, N. M.;
Feliberto Martines, of Lamy, N. M.;
Luciano Ortega, Lamy, N. M.
v

MANUEL R. OTERO,

;

Register.

Tuesday, Sept.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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running of the government, to main- - men of the type of Wood, of Law-taitariff rates on revenue producing lince, Massachusetts, who, with fifty
OF BEAUTIFUL. GLOSSY
articles. And wool is a heavy revenue millions or more in his pockets, is
producer. In so levying the tariff, it. starving the workers in his factories
ought to be adjusted with equity and and their women and children in the
NO BANDRUFF
CENT DANDERINE fairness to all sections of the country effort to get more millions; and on the FOR RENT C room bouse witl
ed because the building of a railroad
HE'S AFRAID.
Even the sort of a man who lets his is an Investment for the future and
and to all commodities. So, I am for Siime side, in New Mexico, the de furniture or not, Oct. 2. 1). S. Low
New Mexico and her industries in the throned bosses of Bernalillo county itski.
wife kill the chickens at home and the road will go where conditions
drown the superfluous and unwelcome seem to promise the heaviest traffic in
making of all tariff laws, where there responsible for seven per cent taxes,
bed
kittens, and poison the rats, polish the the future. Lake Arthur Times.
Hair Coming Out? If Dry, Brittle, Thin or Your Scalp is any benefit to accrue from the tlle pl(.t.tioI1 corruptions of San Miguel FOR RENT Housekeeping and
A TOUGH LOAD.
stove and spank the children is afraid
rooms, modern. 179 Palace Avenue.
lariii.
corpora-the
county,
Itches and Is Full of Dandruff Use "Danderine."
that If she votes it will harden her.
Since the special interests, through ttons of Colfax county, and the rail' Call 30 J.
One of our merchants was at the
Bouth-bounthe
controlled
when
have
Springer Stockman.
corrupt
the
other
legislation,
day
depot
road
and attorneys, who
g
the government, the original purpose made lobbyists
FOR RENT Four rooms for
passenger train arrived. The
the unamendable constitution.
FROM THE SEED.
is
time.
effect
an
Within
ten
The
minutes after
mail clerk threw off several heavy
appli
amazing your of tariff taxation has been preverted.
on the other side is the keeping. Private bath. 40C ban FrailFred Pruitt left half a dozen fine, sacks of mail, and Postmaster Dauron cation of Danderine you cannot find a hair will be light, fluffy and wavy, and The rates have been pushed so high
street.
clsco
body of our honest citizenship,
home grown, peaches at this office. was unable to carry it all over to the single trace of Dandruff or a loose or have an appearance of abundance; an as to be prohibitive, or so nearly so great
"
who demand social
demand
These peaches were borne by trees postofnce. The merchant volunteered falling hair and your scalp will not incomparable lustre, softness and lux- as to lessen importations and thus cut that honest labor asjustice;
FOR SALE Two story residence on
well as honest
raised from the seed planted since Mr. his services, and was triven tho itch, but what will please you most uriance, the beauty and shimmer of off revenue; so high as to increase
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. li.
shall be protected; that
lJruitt settled here, about C years ago. heaviest sack in the lot. He grunted:'111 be after a few weeks' use, when true hair health.
the cost of living and bring more mis- capital, capital shall
Watson & Co.
and
be
curbed;
pacious
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's ery to the people; so high as to create
This goes a long ways to help out the and changed positions several times jvou wln actually see new hair, fine
who are determined that those who
boosters who claim this as a line or- under the heavy load before reaching and downy at first yes but reaUy Danderine from any drug store or monopoly and give vast unearned toil shall have a
just share of what WANTED Hoy or man to drive
to
and
toilet
over
the
prove
new
all
counter,
chard country. St. Vrain Journal.
hair growing
scalp,
yourself wealth to the favored few. Take the labor
the postofnce, and when the sack was
an equal chance milk wagon.
and
Apply Capital City
product's,
now
is
that your hair
as wool trust, for example. The trust
A little Danderine will immediately tonight
opened it contained nothing but Mont-- !
in the pursuit of happiness.
Dairy, Phone 2.'!0 W.
No pretty and soft as any -- that it has was formed
of
hair.
.
double
your
the
WILL HAVE NEW DEPOT.
t
beauty
by getting all the persons
Mmv.woPH.,..siMI,
difference how dull, faded, brittle and been neglected or injured by careless and corporations engaged in manufacThe material is now on the ground advertise. Lake wood Progress
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has used
SALE Fine black driving
FOR
!
Dan-all
treatment
that's
can
with
cloth
a
you
moisten
surely
for the new Santa Fe pump house and
scraggy, just
turing and selling woolen goods into Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for horse and good
CASES IN COURT.
and
have
buggy. Apply 257 San
beautiful
hair
lots
of
it if one big parent
derine and carefully draw it through
the money has been appropriated for
a
called
corporation,
years, and says she always recom- Francisco street.
the new $10,000.00 depot to be erect- of Judge McClure has been busy most your hair, taking one small strand at a you will just try a little Danderine.
trust.
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PEOPLE OF THIS

the
have never before
town's history had,
a feast bargains as they have had at our
OUT OF
PRICES during- the last week. Some our best friends came in a
litte skeptical, but timidly asked, "ARE
REALLY
QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE of the highest grade
merchandise that we could find in the
of
kets the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will
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"The Home of Quality Groceries"
THE TOP NOTCH
In

Groceries

WE

i

Strive To Attain!

As We Succeed Our Patrons Gain !
When It Comes To Selling Things To Eat,

In Quality and Price, We'll Not Be Beat

WASH DAYS
7 Bars
4

PACKAGES

8 Bars
2

diamond

Boxes

F BEST

8 IbS.

Phone 4

STARCH

OF

25

S0AP

.

soap .

c

m mm

0F MEXICAN

BEANS

1

and filled the positions from trapper
boy to coal manager.. He worked in
mines in Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Missou-boarrl and New Mexico, coming to this
slate In 1881. Ho worked at Colfax,
In Colfax county.
He returned to
Missouri where he remained
until
1S96, when he decided to cast his
lot permanently with the Sunshine
State and went to Gallup. He served

d

j

GAME LAWS.
Several persons have been enquiring about the game laws. The season for dove shooting will terminate S years as coal Inspector and mine
September 30; trout catching on Octo- inspector for the Santa Fe, classifying
ber 15. The deer season opens Octo- coal lands.
Mr. Beddow declares he is the first
ber 1 and continues to November 15,
while wild turkey must not be bagged student to take the complete coal
until November 1 to January 15. The mining course of a noted correspondlimit Is four in the possession at one ence school and has studied techni
time. The killing of antelope, pheas- cal books for the pasts25 years. He
in an example of what hard work and
quail, wild pigeon or
ant,
r.ralrie chicken is prohibited until energy will accomplish when one is

Doctor Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
tiny granules. .
stomach, liver and bowels.

tins. Hessheimer.

Sugar-coate-

,2
,25
.25

F. ANDREWS Phone

denied the advantages

'

1917.

given

boys.

SUPREME COURT.
In the supreme court yesterday:
Case No. 1491. Kate Canavan, an
pellee, vs. Stephen Canavan, et al., appellants, (Bernalillo). Argued and
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S . SPITZ,

LOCAL ITEMS.
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THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS FOR
HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

HIGH-GRAD- E

Watches
and

A

ally.
t
If you will consider that the rim of

the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
t,nce a year. It will increase the
li
and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with "us

NOW IS THE TIME
Flowers all the time.

TnE
Phone Black 12.

HATS,
FEATHERS,

ToaMKsrNt
APPLES.

Finest Sweet Peas in the Southwest.

STORK.

THE CHILDREN here for
Shoes.
Our Children's Shoe
Department is our particular
care. Here the growing feet are
pertly fitted to thoroughly comfortable
shoes the very best quality, and they
are priced with moderation. Come and
look at our

B1

j

WILSON
El

.

He ater

THE PLAZA

3top and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled

Market Co

power

West Side of Plaza

of

tirely original

Have Added a Complete

Line of

prin-

GROCERIES

ciples, which are so
efficient
thoroughly
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
world. Chief among

To their Stock 6f Meats
Give Us a Trial.

these is the famous

Hot Blast
I)Dwr Draft

through which all gases generated an
burned, eliminating all waste.

Santa Fe Hardware

15c

try."

&

Supply

Go.

THE
PLAZA MARKET CO.

at

Goebels.

"

The newest fall models in Parisiana
Mr. Taft also discussed the budget
will be on display during
Corsets
finance
which
system of government

last session declined to

Benefited Many Who
Had Tuberculosis

adopt.

STANDARD OIL
(S UNDER FIRE
AT ALBUQUERQUE

your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constructed upon en

SPECIALS

-

he favors, but which congress at its

"

the heating

FALL MILLINERY

n,

MISS

Reliable."

STAND, BUTT BROS,' DKUU

Dor-ma-

ETC.

clarendon garden
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr'

DOWN-TOW-

.

:

"Time Pieces That Ar

CRAB APPLES, APklCOTS, PLUMS,

i

v

Clocks.

y.

d,

bob-whit-

V(-i-

.05
.

Governor W. C. McDonald is ex-pected home tomorrow. He will pre- side over the meeting of the state
of equalization Thursday.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy;
has gone to Los Lunas on business.
He is expected back in a day or two.

A man cannot understand tho torturo and suffering rncny women endure
uncomplainingly. H the majority of men suffered ns much pain and endured
patience the weakening sicknesses that most women do, they would ask for
immediate sympathy and look for a quick cure.
Many women have been saved from v Ufa --of misery and sufferinfj by turning
crip:ion a remedy which is safe
to the right remedy Dr. Pierce's Favorite
to take because containing no narcotics, alcohol o. "curious ingredients. It is an
alterative extract cf roots, made with pure glycerin, a..' first given to the public
by that famous specialist in the diseases cf women In. XV. Pierce, of the
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute of Duffalo, N. Y.
"C" St.,
Mrs. Lizzie M. IlEssiiETMEn. of Lincoln, Noo.,
pays: "I send a testimonial with much pleasure so thut, runo
tho
of
true
know
worth
woman
remeaies.
your
mny
Buttering
I was a great sufferer from femalo trouble but after taking
(ino bottle of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, whicnir- -friend advised me to take, I found myself very much
iroved. After taking tnree more Dottles, ana using two
Kixes of Dr. Pisrco's Lotion Tablets, I found myself on the
rond to recovery. I was in noor health lor hve years dug
now I am curui.
"I hopo all women suffering from female weakness will
give Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a fair trial.

most Parisiana Week, which be held Sept. when they arrive. Better and cheaper
30th to October 5th. Parisiana Cor- than tobacco is the "chocolate habit"
EXTRADITION DENIED.
sets are the recognized authority for
Hostile Indians A tourist here last
A dispatch from Olympia,
Wash., style and fit. Salmon's.
asked if there are any hostile
winter
E.
states that Governor M.
Hay has
For reliable electric work see
Indians in or around Santa Fe. This
had to deny the application of the gov- Sparks. Prices
always reasonable, nuorv
ernor of New Mexico for the extradi- - service
rniiapri mnpn nmilRPiriPTir tint lit
prompt.
Francisco
Louis Tong of San
on
of
to the Kalem Picture
lias
No:
suggested
F.
Adams,
Case
1492; Benjamin
deeds
Warranty Deed. Warranty
to label their film of the De
company
""
llnnt v, V T. "Atkinson. H.7H1R1 tf. "u "nrecorded
in
the
office
clerk's
probate
Chinese merchant of Silver
"The Uprising
were:
Dismissed; transcript did not show band, a
to Pedro Vargas celebration:
had charged that she and Tong today house Antonio Segura
This film
Fe."
of
in
Santa
City
Indians
had
been
and lot in precinct 4;
granted.
appeal
him of $1600. Ortiz,
will doubtless arouse keen interest in
The cases of Seward vs. D. & V. G. had conspired to rob
consideration
$400.
Romero
Henry
the extrathe Ancient City and make easterners
and Woody vs. D. & R. G., were trans- - The reason for thebedenial ofone of the to Leo Hersch, land in precinct 4.
that
"hostile" Indians still infest
fVio enrnnrntinn oomtlHs- - dition is said to
think
fafniH
Cheese It! Yes we cheese it right
these parts.
to the supreme court ami set inr Parties was not in New Mexico at the We have the finest line of cheese
sion
LEADER
ZELAYIST
tlme the crime was committed and
Theatre "Dates" Several people
October 8
TO NICARAGUA.
that "a husband cannot have his wife in the city and just try us if you have asked about the
MR BEDDOW'S CAREER.
plays coming to
do not believe what we tell you. The
extradited."
R. H. Beddow, the new mine inspec
Santa Fe. Manager Stanton, of the
Modern Grocery company.
MR.
24.
RINGLAND
D.
BACK,
Juan
Washington,
C, Sept.
tor for the state of New Mexico, was
Home Cooking Sale The Woman'B Elks' theatre, today announced the
Irias, former Zelayist, who recently born in Wheeling, West Virginia, andj Arthur C. Ringland, district
Aid
society of tbe
Presbyterian following: October 21, 22 and 23 J.
circulated a petition in San Jose,
what education he could in ester, has returned to his headquartFrank Players Co., featuring Nellie
Costa Rica, calling for the withdrawal the nubile schools. He entered on a ers In Albuquerque from a trip to: the church will hold a sale of home cooked
who played here in the Time,
next
Walters,
articles
afternoon
from
Friday
of American forces from Nicaragua, coal mining career at a tender age Apache national forest.
the PlaA anrt thft Girl. Novpmher 1.
one
to
five
o'clock.
The
sale
will
be
has gone to Nicaragua to command
held in Mr. Winter's store. All ladies The Rosary, with a big cast. Novemthe rebel forces there. This advice
sending cooking will kindly do so be- ber 4, the Bryan Troubadours (not
IS THIS WAY NATHAN JAFFA was received at the state department
from Lincoln, Neb.) Mr. Stanton says
one o'clock.
IS THE NOMINEE NOW? fore
is SNEAD APPEARS
today. General Mena, in
the biggest productions will likely be
Out.
someLost
There
was
Cupid
said to be about to retire from the
UNINTERESTED
here after January 1.
with
bow
or
his
wrong
thing
Cupid's
from
One.)
Page
.
(Continued
of
the
vr,
leadership
uprising.
arrows were not sharp, for a maidAT OWN TRIAL
It is Up to Santa Fe Dave Gear,
The marines will take charge of the
be ratified by the affirmative vote of en, young ,and fair, applied for a wed- manager of the Topeka Base Ball
custom house of the republic, endanlicense this morning in the club, has written to Albert Clancy
E
Amarillo, Texas, Sept. 24. The a majority of the electors provided ding
gered by the present revolution, which
well, at.king if Santa Fe will guarantee 'the
of
be
ap- county clerk's office and then
shall
amendments
such
introduction
that
the
continued
Ktatfi
is under United States supervision by
she used a woman's privilege
of expenses of the club from La Junta
testimony today at the hearing of the proved by a majority of the voters in changing her mind. "Seems
the terms of the 1907 convention.
she lost to Albuquerque and hack if the club
state.
the
counties
in;
half
at
least
the
u
iu
is
wnicn
oy
habeas
'
corpus
iiupeu
Brigadier General Mclntire, chief of
:r her nerve,'" said a clerk in the of- will represent Santa Fe at the fair,
Very respectfully,
jouii uea"
the bureau of insular affairs, and W. T. secure the release oi
fice.
the club to take half of the purse
,
of
WILLIAM
murder
J.
the
MILLS,
d.
with
charted
(Sgd.)
F. Doyle of the
diviThe bal1 Players finish their
!won"Pin
Are
Where
Those
choc
Ton"
Mexico.
New
Governor of
Al G Boyce, Jr.
sion, will sail on the Prairie.
season in Denver September 28, and
are
the
ladies
olates?
NATHAN
asking.
They
,
JAFFA,
the'
slain
of
.(Sgd.)
brother
The authority to dispatch the maWill Boyce,
have transportation from Denver to
are on their way from Los Angeles.
Secretary of New Mexico.
rines was given by President Taft man, sat with 'counsel for the state
Wichita via La Junta.
It is up
Names
Mayor
Mayor
Delegates
when he learned that the situation in with whom he; frequently whispered
to
if this cluh
decide
Fe
people
Celso
to
named
Lopez today
delegates
progresSanto Domingo has grown worse in consultations ai'
to represent the ancient city.
Santa
of
Fe
at
the
the
represent
city
sed.
the last few days and that the revolunational irrigation
congress which
tion is spreading.
Snead appeared unconcerned aa he
meets next week at Salt Lake City.
entero.d the court room aud took his
X X
X SC X
The delegates are: State Engineer
seat among counsel. Many relatives X
CHAIRMAN HILLES
X James A. French, Harry Howard
THE WEATHER. ;
in
were
BEFORE COMMITTEE. ni.il friends of the accused
X
Alfonso Dockweiler, Former GovDenver, Colo., Sept 24.iThe X
court.
X forecast is increasing cloudiness X ernor L. Bradford Prince and Colonel
LATEST IN
who
all
to
search
continued
Officers
(Continued from page one.)
X with rain and colder weather in X Bronson M. Cutting.
sought admission to the court i joji X north portion tonight. Wednes- - X Elegantly Furnished Rooms tof rent.
for weapons.
the full committee when it meets.
X The finest rooms in the city, having
X day colder with rain.
A request by attorneys for 3ncai
Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr., probably will
X X X X X x.
X all modern
X
X
conveniences, Including
be the first witness and the second C. tin: l H. W. Cantrill, local manager of
IN TELEPHONING
electric light, steam heat "and baths.
to
ordered
be
C. Tegethoff, private secretary of the a telegraph company,
The New Mexican. ;r your business The European Hotel, centrally lo- late Edward H. Harriman. These two brii, g into court all telegrams recoivea 's about advertising, subscriptions oricated State Progressive Headquart- men will be called upon to produce or sunt bv Bovce between AugU3t l job work,
please call up "St W." If ers in the hotel.
date of ,i,
any papers belonging to the estates .tad September 14, the
What is Parisiana Opening Week?
Up- - you wish to speak to the editor or give
s!i .oline. orjv;led a liiely tilt
The Big Store window will tell you
respectively of Cornelius N. Bliss and tween counsel
A. MUGLER,
news, please phone "3t J."
any
noon
the
before
just
Mr. Harriman that might throw light
30 to Oct. 6th. Salmon's.
KASNER
KAR
Phone
Sept.
auto
hire.
iur
enon the charge made by John D. Arch-bold- , recess. Attorneys for the state
Let the men try Pin Ton chocolates
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
the 141 J.
that the Standard Oil company tered vigorous protest against
FOR SALE Dressed poultry, hens
examination
correspond?
Boyces
of
had been asked to contribute to the
ence. The court withheld a ruling to and spring chickens,cpeaches, pears
Roosevelt fund of 1904.
and prunes, 2 cents per pound. Good
give time to cite authorities.
Tho riefpnsp ns outlined here today ciean wneat, $1.85 per 100 pounds.
SPANISH.
will claim that Boyce has resumed his Phone 19 J.
Mr. Antonio Lucero has pleasure to attentions to Mrs. Snead this sumWanted A second hand base burnannounce that he will teach on Tue- mer. It will be claimed that Snead er. Inquire at this office...
You well know there is nothing to
sday and Friday of each week at 7:30 did not have access to Boyce at Winsharp, at the SANTA FE BUSINESS nipeg, whither Snead went to reclaim say against the Wilson heaters and
COLLEGE.
his wife, and this will be made the ever so much for them that you can
A limited number will be enrolled basis of the "unwritten law" plea.
never go wrong in buying them. Santa
and arrangements should be made be-- I
Fe Hardware & Supply company.
fore the hour of giving lessons, that
If is stated in the Albuquerque pabooks may be ordered and to secure MONEY SHOULD
pers that former Delegate William
H, Andrews was In Santa Fe yesterenrollment.
BE PLACED IN
Worman's for beginners, 45c.
day, hut Mr. Andrews' was not regisCIRCULATION tered at any hotel here.
DeTonios book, $1.50, from all book-- i
In District Court. Judge Abbott is
stores.
RING
trying the caBe of Nicholas Nlcholichi
Exercise, books, 5c, at the College.
Washington, D: C Sept. 24' "I think and
brother vs. Joseph .Vergolio, inBring a penclL
all the money we have should' be In
Professor J. A. Wood will teach circulation in a system which invites volving land worth $100. It Is a Jusbookkeeping each Monday and Thurs- it and does not drive it into socks and tice of peace appeal from Cerrillos.
Eat a few pieces of chocolates after
day at 7:30. Enrollments should be safety deposit vaults," said President
secured at once and not leave it until Taft today in addressing the American a meal to get that "dined sufficiently''
exclass nights.
association of Commercial Executives feeling. (Pin Ton's of oourse.
Have a Son. A boy was born to
Shorthand, Typewriting, Spelling, in session here before be left for New
Mrs. Charles Gutterman at noon toPenmanship and other subjects every York.
?
Both mother and son are doing
night in the week, two nights being
"One of the troubles with us, Inher day.
of
alloted to each student. Enroll early ent In the character of our government well.
women
See
where
to find a seat.
go
the
shoppers
is tht congress and our public men
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE.
are prone to deal with those things during Parisiana opening week at The
which attract men most easily and fav- Big Store. Salmon.
Mr. Burkett Dead Clarence Burkett
orably in short to headline the atten
tion of the general public," said the aged 19, died here after a short illness.
The body was sent to Kansas City for
Under
"Its pretty hard to get the people Interment. The Akers-Wagnto nav attention to a bankuiK system. taklnS company had charge of the arbut the problem must be solved and it rangements.
Get an antl splasher for your faucet,
is up to the business men of the coun.

j
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Health ia the foundation of all good
looks. The wise woman realizes tble
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the pe--I
rtnH nf rhd hoar In er. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding a3 far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woiaau
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
in use. and accomplished so much
good, that it is in no sense an expert-men- t,
but a preparation which always
produces the best results. I is for
external application and so penetrating
In its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tenderness and soreness, and perfectly prepares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its use will prove a com- fort and benefit
to any woman in
need of such a
remeay. moiuer s
MJ
Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.
BSADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlistt, Ga.

24, 1912.

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 24.
Alleging thaf coal oil, gasoline and
other necessities handled by the
Waters-Pierc- e
and the Standard Oil
companies in this city, were sold here
at a higher rate than in Santa Fe, San
Marcial, ias Vegas and other points
on the Santa Fe railway, the grand
jury this afternoon in a lengthy report
asserted that the people of this city
were being robbed by a combination
in restraint of trade. It was recommended tnat the matter be taken up
at once with the state corporation
commission. It is believed that if the
state corporation commission makes
an investigation, a condition of affairs
will be brought to light here that will
create a sensation." It is said that
tbe price of many commodities have
of
been held up here regardless
freight rate; and that a condition has
been brought about that will not
stand IfivestigationT

Those who siiffrr from Consumption
ar
generally troubled with night
Hwents. fever, loss of strength ami little or no appetite. Fresh air. good food,
and the proper rare of the body are essential to a recovery, but in many eases
something else Is needed. Eekman's Alterative Is
medicine which has been
most successful In stopping night sweats,
fever and nroiniitiiin arpetlte,
reducing
u lid tunny who have used It. declare it
saved their lives.
Investigate what it
did in this case:
"Gentlemen : For fonr years I was
troubled with cough, which gradually
became worse; I had night sweats and
pains In my chest. I wns losing my ap- become so thin and weak
fetite andnothad
attend to my household duties. A physician pronounced my case
Consumption.
Not being satisfied, I was
examined by the physicians of the Polyclinic Hospital. - Xhey also pronounced
the disease Consumption, which was
proven later by an examination of sputum, as Tuberculosis Bacilli were found.
I was ordered to a Consumptive Hospital. My nephew would not allow ine
to go until I had tried Eekman's Alterative.
Before I had taken the medicine
three weeks I bad marked relief, night
sweats ceased, pain In the breast relieved, couch became- loose and easy,
fever left nie and I commenced getting
well. My health became normal. I am
lu ex!lent health now aud have, been
completely cured for ten years. 1 strongIt."
ly recommend
(MU8.) MAKT WASSON.
CareFd. Orcen, 1722 8. 17th St.. Phlla.. Pa.
Kckmun's Alterative Is effective In
Asthma. Hay Vever; Throat and
I.nng Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
arng Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries as write (o Eckmnn
Laboratory,. Philadelphia. Pa.,- for evidence. For sale by atl '.japtflng drageUU
TJSon-chitt-

habit-formin- g

- Work for the New Mexican.
It If
working for' you, for Santa Fe and the
v
new state. '$

-

47

Zook's Parmacy,'

Stat V."'

v

they mean real'economy. Better values
than can be obtained elsewhere.

SCHOOL SHOES
Patent

Gun Metal, Box

Calf, Vicl Kid,
Kid or Russian Calf for Boys and
Well made,
Shoes in But-

Girls.
ton or Blucher style.

foot-form-

ed

A

size for every foot I

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00
According to Size.

NATURE SHAPED SHOES
For young feet.

Splendid leathers, together

with splendid shoemaking.
Shoes for growing feet

The correct

1

The above are only a few of the good things in CHILDREN'S FOOTWEAR. We'de be pleased to have you test
our splendid SHOES.

PFLUEGER 'S,
THE SHOERY.

